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Living with Monuments Project
The Living with Monuments Project is a joint venue between researchers in the Universities of
Southampton, Bournemouth, Ghent and Cambridge, Allen Environmental Archaeology and the
National Trust. It is funded by the Arts & Humanities Research Council with support in kind from the
National Trust and the University of Ghent.
The project’s aim is to redress a critical imbalance in our knowledge of life and cultural landscapes
during the Neolithic and Early Bronze Age (c.4,000-1500 BC). Accounts of these periods are dominated
by interpretive frameworks devised to explain the creation of ceremonial and funerary monuments,
which form the most visible and tangible part of the archaeological record in many regions. By contrast,
knowledge of the character of contemporary settlement and other non-monument focused activity
lags behind. The project is addressing this imbalance through a coherent and innovative programme
of targeted fieldwork and reassessment of existing data within one landscape that is famed for its
monumental architecture: that of the Avebury region in Wiltshire.
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1. Introduction
The aim of the AHRC-funded Living with Monuments Project is to redress a critical imbalance in our
knowledge of life and cultural landscapes during the Neolithic and Early Bronze Age (c.4,000-1500 BC).
Accounts of these periods are dominated by interpretive frameworks devised to explain the creation
of ceremonial and funerary monuments, which form the most visible and tangible part of the
archaeological record in many regions. By contrast, knowledge of the character of contemporary
settlement and other non-monument focused activity lags behind. This project is addressing this
imbalance through a coherent and innovative programme of targeted fieldwork and reassessment of
existing data within one landscape that is famed for its monumental architecture: that of the Avebury
region in Wiltshire, a designated World Heritage Site.
The specific questions to be addressed are:
1. Can we develop a detailed understanding of the extent, scale, density, character and tempo
of human settlement in the core area of the Avebury landscape during the Neolithic and Early
Bronze Age?
2. What was the relationship between landscape occupation and monument building, both in
terms of how monument building impacted on the scale and composition of settlement (e.g.
drawing people and resources into the region), and the way that settlement imparted a
history to places that could lead to subsequent monumentalisation?
3. How was the process of living within this landscape enacted in relation to natural phenomena
such as the distinctive local sarsen stone spreads, woodland, other vegetation regimes,
springs, streams and rivers?
4. Can we provide, through the mapping of sedimentary deposits and the establishment of finegrained palaeo-environmental sequences, robust estimates as to the likelihood of where wellpreserved traces of prehistoric activity might be buried or masked?
5. In order to overcome the perception of Neolithic and Early Bronze Age settlement and other
routine practices as ephemeral and essentially passive and static compared to the active and
dynamic practices of monument building, can we generate diachronic accounts that
foreground the social complexities of lived life (networks, politics, mobilities, identity
formation, etc.)? Essentially, can we be more ambitious in the way we engage with such
evidence?
6. Linked to the above, how can a regional study of this kind contribute to the development of
widely-applicable methodologies and interpretive frameworks with which to interrogate the
often intractable traces of settlement during these periods?
There exists a close tie with agenda items identified in the recent Research Framework for the
Stonehenge, Avebury and Associated Sites World Heritage Site (Leivers & Powell 2016), specifically
agenda items C.2 and C.3 which relate to better understanding of the scale, tempo, duration and
composition of Neolithic settlement within the WHS, and the relationship between settlement and
monuments.
Through work on Avebury Down (2017 and 2018), the Winterbourne west of the henge (2018), and
on Waden Hill (2019) and Knoll Down (2018), as well as through earlier work at Rough Leaze (2007:
Pollard et al. 2012), and on the West Kennet Avenue occupation site (2013-15), the Project has already
acquired data that begin to address these questions (Gillings et al. 2015, 2017). It has highlighted the
variety of settlement signatures and histories at the non-monumental locations that exist, and
contributed to an enhanced understanding of the Holocene palaeo-environmental and
geomorphological history of the region. This document describes the preliminary results of the next
stage of fieldwork, undertaken during July and August 2019, which investigated potential connections
between settlement and monument building at the West Kennet palisade enclosures (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Location of the West Kennet palisades in relation to other key sites and monuments of the Avebury
complex (contains data © Crown Copyright and Database Right 2018. Ordnance Survey (Digimap Licence))

2. Background
Known archaeology and previous fieldwork
The West Kennet Palisade Enclosures comprise one of the principal monument groups within the
Avebury landscape (Whittle 1997). They are located on the floor of the Kennet valley c.1.5km to the
southeast of the Avebury henge and under a kilometre to the east of Silbury Hill, at a height of 145150m OD (centred on SU 109680). The complex is extensive, covering an area roughly 500m east-west
and 900m north-south, and comprises two substantial timber palisade enclosures, a series of smaller
timber monuments and sets of radial palisade lines. The eastern of the two enclosures (Enclosure 1)
comprises two concentric circuits of palisade, enclosing c. 4.2ha and straddling the River Kennet. The
single circuit of Enclosure 2 is located just to the south of the river and immediately west of Enclosure
1. It defines an area of c. 5.5ha within the eastern third of which are three ditched and timber circles.
No structures are clearly discernible on aerial photographs within the western portion of the enclosure
(Martyn Barber pers. comm.). Radial palisade lines run from the southern part of Enclosure 2 to the
southeast and south-southeast, connecting with further circular/sub-circular enclosures, while other
elements may lie further to the southeast.
The solid geology here is recorded by the British Geological Survey as New Pit Chalk Formation
(https://www.bgs.ac.uk/), overlying which are deposits of Coombe Rock (Whittle 1997, 57) and
localised lenses of gravel within the valley floor.
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Figure 2. West Kennet palisades: features revealed through excavation and aerial reconnaissance (from Barber
2013)

Recognition of the presence of the West Kennet palisades is relatively recent when set against the
long history of antiquarian and archaeological work that has attended the region’s upstanding
prehistoric monuments (Ucko et al. 1991, Pollard 2016). The earliest identification of their presence
occurred in 1950 as a result of aerial reconnaissance by J.K. St. Joseph (although part of Enclosure 2
appears on a pre-war photo in Historic England's 'Crawford Collection': Barber 2003, 5). His
photograph picked up the southeast section of Enclosure 1. Observations made during the cutting of
a military pipeline in 1971 by Faith Vatcher, through three seasons of excavation in 1987, 1990 and
1992, led by Alasdair Whittle of Cardiff University, and further aerial photography and targeted
geophysical survey, confirmed the Neolithic date of these structures. They also led to the recognition
of a second major palisade (Enclosure 2) to the west, internal structures within Enclosure 2 (Structures
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1-3) and an outlier to the southeast (Structure 4). The excavations produced large assemblages of
Grooved Ware, animal bone and worked flint; the bone was likely generated through episodes of
feasting. An initial set of radiocarbon dates placed construction and activity in the mid-late 3rd
millennium cal BC (Whittle 1997, 139). A detailed description of the monuments and their history of
investigation up to the mid-1990s is given in Whittle 1997, to which the reader is referred.

Figure 3. West Kennet palisades: surface scatters revealed through survey by Wessex Archaeology (from
Harding & Lord 2017)

Subsequent reconnaissance flights and transcription of aerial photographs have shown the complex
of palisades and associated features to be more extensive than initially thought (Barber 2003, 2013;
Crutchley 2005). A large, circular outlying enclosure (Structure 5, c.90m in diameter) has been
identified 180m to the southeast of Enclosure 2, apparently connected to Structures 2 and 3 by a radial
line that bisects, or is bisected by, the circuit of Enclosure 2. Pit-like features are visible within its
interior. A small timber or pit circle can be seen between the inner and outer circuits of Enclosure 1
on its southwest side, adjacent to which is a substantial rectangular negative feature. Further to the
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south-southeast are features that may mark additional radial lines and a double-ringed enclosure
c.60m in diameter (Barber 2003). Fortuitously or otherwise, the axis created by these external
elements continues towards the East Kennet long barrow.
Surface collection was undertaken by Wessex Archaeology in advance of arable reversion in 2009,
being restricted to the field to the south of the Kennet and west of Gunsight Lane, and a small triangle
of land to the east that encompassed the remaining section of Enclosure 1 within arable (Harding &
Lord 2017). Low densities of worked flint were recovered (average 1.98 pieces per 25m transect),
especially over the main enclosures themselves. Two small concentrations (each c.80-100m across,
with densities up to 6-15 pieces per transect) were identified: one immediately west of Structure 5;
the second to the north in the space between outer radial lines 1 and 3. A massive (16kg) later
Neolithic flint core was recovered from the hedge-line adjacent to the northern concentration.
Harding and Lord have compared this core to three examples found in East Anglia, and propose a
Breckland origin (Harding & Lord 2017). This may not be the only artefact from an east English source.
Two superb ripple-flaked oblique arrowheads on a distinctive grey ‘northern’ flint from the 1987-1992
excavations may be imports from the East Yorkshire region, while the Grooved Ware shares strong
stylistic affinities with assemblages from the Rudston area of east Yorkshire (Manby 1974; Cleal &
Pollard in prep.).
A limited geophysical survey (magnetometry and earth resistance) was undertaken over the western
half of Structure 5 in August 2011, as part of the Stones of Stonehenge Project (Welham & Steele
2012). The results show a continuous signature for the outer circuit and a more interrupted one for
the inner, along with indications of a discontinuous intermediary third circuit. Within the interior are
a series of sub-circular and elliptical positive magnetic responses between 1-3m in size, corresponding
with pit-like anomalies visible of aerial photographs. A notable concentration of small sarsen in the
area of the circuits could indicate a dispersed and flattened sarsen bank.
Re-analysis and re-dating
In a recent paper, Gillings and Pollard (2016) have suggested that hollows filled with animal bone and
Grooved Ware encountered during the 1971 pipe laying and 1987-92 excavations were perhaps
created by the extraction of sarsens for the building of some of the region’s megalithic monuments.
Concentrations of natural sarsen were certainly recorded during the 19th century in the part of the
dry valley running from the Kennet within which the main complex sits (Smith 1885). If correct, it raises
the possibility of a pre- or post-enclosure phase of stone extraction, with attendant gatherings and
feasting events.
Recently published isotope analysis on pig and cattle remains from the site demonstrate the longdistance movement of significant numbers of the livestock consumed at the site, with values indicative
of diverse geological origin and by implication widespread networks (Madgwick et al. 2019, Evans et
al. 2019).
The most substantial transformation to our understanding of the complex since Whittle’s excavations
has come from a programme of re-dating (Bayliss et al. 2017). Using dates obtained from samples of
oak (Quercus sp.) sapwood from the post-pipes within the palisades — considered to derive from
charring of the outer surfaces of the posts — modelled ranges of 3335–3095 cal BC and 3330–3080
cal BC (at 95% probability) have been generated for Enclosures 1 and 2 respectively, and 3325–3215
cal BC (95% probability) for a single build. On the basis of these consistently Middle Neolithic dates,
Bayliss et al. suggest the Grooved Ware presence relates to a separate, later, phase of settlement,
unconnected with the palisades. For this, dates on animal bone and antler place the beginning of the
Grooved Ware phase in 2575–2405 cal BC (95% probability), and its end in 2115–1865 cal BC (95%
probability). There is overlap with the construction of Silbury Hill (Leary et al. 2013), supporting the
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earlier connection postulated by Whittle (1997). The implication is of continuing and, towards the end
of the sequence, very late usage of Grooved Ware, firmly overlapping with the currency of Beakers.
Disconnected from the palisades, the Grooved Ware settlement would still represent something other
than the norm (if such a thing can be talked of), given the indications of feasting and the specialised
and rather diminutive lithic assemblage from the various excavations (Whittle 1997, 88–93; Edwards
& Horne, in Whittle 1997). Analogy might be made, albeit with significant differences in material
signature, with the construction-related gathering and settlement at Durrington Walls (Parker Pearson
2007).
Although the new dating of the construction of the palisades looks secure, it does raise issues that
require further consideration and analysis. It is at odds with other dates from comparable Neolithic
palisades in Britain, including monuments that appear directly analogous (e.g. Mount Pleasant,
Hindwell-Walton). These belong quite securely to the 3rd millennium cal BC, especially the second and
third quarters of that millennium (Gibson 2002; Bayliss et al. 2017, 270-4; Greaney et al. in prep.). The
only demonstrably Middle Neolithic artefact recovered from the complex at West Kennet is a single
sherd of Mortlake (Hamilton, in Whittle 1997) — hardly significant given the scale of activity
represented by the building of the palisades alone. And there remains a close contextual link between
the Grooved Ware, dated animal bone and antler, and the palisades themselves. Sherds of Grooved
Ware were found up to 2m deep within the palisades (Hamilton, in Whittle 1997, 116). Much of the
bone — which has returned 3rd millennium cal BC dates — came from the interface between postpipes and packing, and again at depth. While Bayliss et al. argue such material “fell into the soft
charcoal-rich sediments and voids of the post-pipes from overlying Grooved Ware occupation” (Bayliss
et al. 2017, 261), it is difficult to conceive that this material could have worked its way so far down the
fills of the post-pipes 7-800 years later, especially when some of the bone remained articulated and/or
in groups (e.g. Trench BB, 7009 and 7012: Whittle 1997, 82; both dated to the mid-3rd millennium cal
BC: Bayliss et al. 2017, table 17.1). Articulated material has to be in a primary context. It is also notable
that a discrepancy exists between dates on charcoal and those on bone from the same context. Antlers
from the packing material itself from Trenches D, G and J of Enclosure 1, and from Structure 3, all
returned dates within the second half of the 3rd millennium BC, as did bone from a placed group
within the packing of Enclosure 2 Trench BB (Whittle 1997, 66; Bayliss et al. 2017, table 17.1: see
Appendix 5). It is these dates that must provide the chronology for construction of the palisades.
Clearly, the asserted connection between the oak charcoal and the posts of the palisades is still open
to question. One interpretation is to follow the line that the charcoal does come from the posts, but
that those posts were curated (Roy Loveday pers. comm.). The gap of many centuries makes this
difficult to believe, and what would be their source? Another is to assume a complex taphonomic
process that results in earlier charcoal material being redeposited in the post-pipes. That may have to
be afforded consideration, especially since the charcoal assemblage includes a much wider range of
species, and variation in some abundance, than would be expected if simply derived from large
structural timber (Cartwright, in Whittle 1997). Our working hypothesis is of a later 4th-millennium
cal BC clearance event leaving a substantial ‘pool’ of charcoal within the soil, which was later reworked
into the post-pipes, perhaps through the embanking of turves with charcoal-rich soils against the
timbers of the palisades.
Adjacent sites and HER data
The West Kennet long barrow (Piggott 1962) is situated 400m due west of Structure 5. Overlooking
the shallow valley within 80-240m of Structure 5, again to the west, are five ring-ditches belonging to
a ploughed-down linear barrow group. Other ring-ditches are present to the south and southeast. The
Wiltshire HER records several sites and findspots within the vicinity of the enclosures, mostly of Roman,
Medieval and Post-Medieval date, clustered around West Kennett and Manor Farms, and the
southern end of Waden Hill. Evaluation excavations at West Kennett Farm revealed numerous later
Saxon and Medieval features (Smith, in Whittle 1997, 66-9). None of these impact on the proposed
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area of investigation, although early Saxon pottery was recovered during the 1992 excavations inside
Enclosure 2 (Hamilton, in Whittle 1997, 93).

3. Fieldwork Strategy and Methodology
Aims and objectives
Further excavation at the West Kennet palisades afforded the potential to address several key project
objectives, including: better understanding of the relationship between landscape occupation and
monument building; understanding of how landscape occupation was enacted in relation to natural
phenomena (here sarsen stone spreads and the River Kennet); and further mapping of sedimentary
deposits to aid in the creation of fine-grained palaeo-environmental sequences.
A primary focus of the fieldwork was on further characterising the settlement activity associated with
the palisade complex. (Here ‘settlement’ refers to a potentially wide range of practices, that might
include periodic gatherings of varied duration and composition, feasting events, as well as more
established quotidian activities.) Key was obtaining a better understanding of the date, structure and
composition of the two lithic scatters south of Enclosure 2 and adjacent to Structure 5, the northern
of which produced the massive core discovered during the Wessex Archaeology surface collection. If
they could be shown to be late Neolithic, there was the question of how they might be linked to
activities at the enclosures, or at least to the Grooved Ware phase of activity already known through
excavation. Much of our understanding of the Grooved Ware-associated activity hinges on whether
the Bayliss et al. revised later 4th-millennium BC dating for the palisades is correct. If it is, the Grooved
Ware settlement has to be treated on its own terms as a non-monumental phase, albeit engaging with
a place where visible traces of those monuments may still have been present. From current excavated
evidence it would be highly unusual as a settlement signature, with so much bone and so little in the
way of lithics, but we are aware through the Project’s work to date that occupation signatures are
highly varied (a reflection of context and circumstance); and, as has been suggested, that material
could have been generated as part of activities linked to practices such as feasting and sarsen
extraction (Whittle 1997, Gillings & Pollard 2016). If the Grooved Ware deposits, scatter sites and
palisades are proved to be contemporary, then understanding the distinction between intra-mural
and extra-mural activity becomes key. These might be separate, but inter-related, feasting and
residential areas, for example. Might we also see distinctions structured around resident group status,
relative sanctity, and so forth? Obtaining further samples for dating from the palisades themselves—
paying close scrutiny to context vis-à-vis relationship to construction — and determining the date of
Structure 5, against which the southern scatter appears to abut, were important ancillary goals.
The work also provided an opportunity to obtain a securely stratified depositional framework for
environmental, molluscan, micromorphological and geo-chemical samples from buried soil and
alluvial sequences present in the River Kennet floodplain, completing the series of sediment records
already mapped by the Project to the west and east of the enclosures. The information return on the
nature of the prehistoric landscape in this significant place is potentially considerable, and it was of
paramount importance to retrieve samples for detailed soil micromorphological analysis, as well as
palaeosol, palynological and molluscan data that can be compared to other important Neolithic sites
such as Durrington Walls and Wyke Down (Cranborne Chase) as well the extensive suite of molluscan
profiles from many Neolithic sites in the region. It was also considered important to test, develop and
refine the initial landscape development model put forward by the research of John Evans in the 1970s
and 1980s (Evans et al. 1993). While sampling for environmental remains was undertaken during the
1987-92 excavations, the floodplain proper, its margins and associated buried soils have not been
investigated by appropriate microscopic methodologies.
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Figure 4. West Kennet palisades: excavation areas. Note: trench 4 was not excavated

The palaeo-environmental and geomorphological work undertaken around the palisades in 2019 will
be reported on separately, as part of a wider study of the Kennet system in this part of the valley.
To summarise, the key objectives of the 2019 work were:
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1) to understand the date and character of the localised lithic scatters identified during the 2009
Wessex Archaeology surface collection;
(2) to date and characterise Structure 5 and its internal features;
(3) to obtain new material for C14 dating from the complex, and to establish structural sequences
through investigation of key junctions/intersections;
(4) to discern the soil/sedimentary/vegetational sequences present, as well as identify and sample any
former palaeo-channels, buried soils and deeply cut anthropogenic features in this floodplain area.
The latter contexts may provide palynological data for the construction of longer-term vegetational
and land-use sequences throughout prehistoric and historic times.

Excavation strategy and methodology
The main focus of the fieldwork was to be on the field to the west of Gunsight Lane (14 Acres Field:
part of Tan Hill Farm). Excavation of eight trenches was proposed (650 sq. m. in total): Trenches 1-5
lying outside the Scheduled area and targeting the two lithic scatters, Structure 5 and the southern
end of Radial 3; and Trenches 6-8 within the Scheduled area and designed to investigate major
intersections between palisade circuits and radial lines, and the rectangular cropmark anomaly
between the two circuits of Enclosure 1 (Figure 4). A programme of soil augering and limited testpitting accompanied the excavation.
In the case of the southern flint scatter and Structure 5, the three trenches (nos. 1-3) were each 10 x
10m in extent, taking in the core of the scatter, the edge of the scatter core and junctions between
Outer Radial 3 and outer circuit of Structure 5, a section of the inner circuit of Structure 5, and a sample
of the internal pit-like anomalies. Trenches 2 and 3 would facilitate an enhanced understanding of the
relationship between the scatter and palisade complex features, and provide an opportunity to
characterise and date key parts of Structure 5 and the features contained within it.
In the case of the northern flint scatter, two trenches (nos. 4 and 5) would each be 10 x 10m in extent,
and located judgementally: the first close to the field edge, within one of the denser parts of the
scatter and close to the findspot of the massive flint core (reported in Harding & Lord 2017); the
second to the southeast of this within an area where surface collection identified a notable
concentration.
In the case of the palisade intersections, one 5 x 5m trench (no. 6) was to be placed at the intersection
of Enclosure 2 and Outer Radial 1. A second 5 x 5m trench (no. 7) was to be sited at the intersection
of Enclosure 2 and Outer Radial 2; while a third trench (no. 8), 10 x 10m in extent would be placed at
the intersection of Enclosure 1 and Outer Radial 2. The aim was to establish the structural relationship
between key radials and the main palisades, and, via Trenches 7 and 8 offer the potential to establish
sequence between the two enclosures. Trench 8 was also designed to investigate the southwest end
of the large sub-rectangular feature located between the inner and outer circuits of Enclosure 1:
specifically to see if this related to sarsen extraction, whether it might be structural, or whether it
served some other purpose. It is described by Barber as sub-rectangular, c. 14 x 8m and perhaps
representing ‘the former location of a building, or perhaps some form of extraction or quarrying’
(Barber 2003, 18-19). As the intersections comprise quite precise targets, the positions of Trenches
2,3, 6, 7 and 8 were established prior to excavation through targeted resistivity survey undertaken
during June 2019 (see Appendix 1).
Trenches 6-8 were all located close to areas investigated by Whittle in 1990: Trench 6 adjacent to
Whittle’s Trenches S (Outer Radial) and T (Enclosure 2); Trench 7 adjacent to Whittle’s Trench K
(Enclosure 2); and Trench 8 adjacent to his Trench G (Enclosure 1). All of these trenches revealed
palisade slots with similar fill morphologies, comprising lines of post-pipes (each c.0.3-0.6m in
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diameter) set within redeposited chalk and coombe rock packing. Both of the main palisades (in
Trenches T, K and G) were substantial affairs, around 1.5m wide and 2.0-2.3m deep, with steep inner
sides and sloping outer sides. Outer Radial 1 (in Trench S) was more diminutive than the main palisades,
being c.1m deep and around 1m wide (Whittle 1997, 62-3, 81-3).
Further details of the excavation and recording methodology are given in Appendix 2.
The fieldwork (excluding the preliminary geophysical survey) was undertaken over a period of threeand-a-half weeks between mid July and early August 2019.

4. Excavation Results
In practice, it proved unfeasible to excavate all of the trenches in their planned entirety, largely due
to a slowing of the pace of work during periods of exceptionally high temperature that held potential
to impact the well-being of the workforce. Trench 4 was not investigated due to time constraints, and
the area of feature excavation was scaled down in other trenches. This scaling back did not hinder the
process of establishing the character of cut features and their structural relationships. In the case of
the lithic scatters, sufficient areas were investigated to enable their composition and character to be
established.
The scale of the palisade and other timber-work features meant that it was rarely possible to excavate
these to their full depths. They were, nonetheless, dug to a level at which stratigraphic details were
clearly discernible (i.e. points at which any cut relationships would be fully evident). In the case of the
trenches located over elements of Enclosures 1 and 2 and associated radials (i.e. Trenches 6, 7 and 8)
full sections of the main palisades had been dug in close proximity previously (Whittle 1997),
establishing their basic form and deposit sequence.
In terms of topsoil sampling for the recovery of lithics, 271 sq. m. of soil were hand-excavated and
sieved.
Description of excavated deposits and features begins with the southern flint scatter and Structure 5,
followed by the northern flint scatter and palisade intersections.

i. Southern flint scatter and Structure 5
Trench 1
Trench 1 was positioned in order to investigate a sample of the southernmost flint scatter identified
by the Wessex Archaeology surface collection. The ground here sloped gently to the east. Originally
planned as a 10 x 10m area, time constraints led to a decision to focus on the northern 10 x 5m of the
trench. Within this, the former ploughsoil within the western 5 x 5m block was subject to a 50%
‘chequer-board’ sample, while that within the eastern block was fully excavated in metre squares
(providing a total of 38 sq. m.). The topsoil (100) was here a compact pale grey-brown silty clay with
common chalk and some flint, up to 0.3m thick. Flint was slightly more common towards the base of
the profile, indicating that limited sorting had occurred. The natural was formed of coombe rock, with
a large deposit of fine, loessic silt in the southeastern part of the area, perhaps sitting in a solution
feature.
Moderate quantities of worked flint were recovered. Provisional assessment suggests the assemblage
is of mixed date, but may contain an early Neolithic component, represented by a number of narrow
flakes.
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Trench 2
Although originally planned as a 10 x 10m area, in practice, excavation focused upon the northernmost
10 x 5m strip. Following removal of the poorly developed turf, a 50% ‘chequer-board’ sample of the
former ploughsoil was hand-excavated in the westernmost 5 x 5m block with 100% excavation taking
place in the easternmost. In each case excavation was carried out in 1m squares to provide spatial
control. The ploughsoil (200) comprised a poorly sorted, compact mid-brown silty clay with flint,
0.25m thick. It sealed a moderately compacted lower ploughsoil (201) that took the form of an orangebrown silty clay with flint inclusions, 0.18m thick. Like the ploughsoil, this was very poorly sorted,
though a slight pea-grit interface was evident at the very base. Finds from the lower ploughsoil
included CBM and other post-medieval material indicating its relatively recent age. Moderately high
densities of worked flint were present. As with Trench 1, the assemblage is of mixed date, and in this
instance includes diagnostic Beaker/Early Bronze Age elements such as a barbed-and-tanged
arrowhead and an invasively-flaked scraper.
Following excavation of the lower ploughsoil in the easternmost 5 x 5m block of the trench (again
through 1m squares) two linear features were evident corresponding to the cropmark and geophysical
anomalies: the outer circuit of Structure 5, F.2000; and Outer Radial 3 linking Structure 5 and Enclosure
2, F.2001.
F.2000
A 4m length of the outer enclosure circuit F.2000 was excavated in order to characterise its
morphology and determine its stratigraphic relationship with the radial (F.2001). The palisade slot,
[237], was excavated to a maximum depth of 0.3m in the northern end of the trench and 0.6m in the
south (Figures 5 and 6). The base of the slots was not reached at this depth. At its top, the slot was
1.0m wide, and the sides steeply sloping to vertical, with a gently sloping lip evident on the eastern
edge. There was no evidence of any weathering on the exposed edges of the palisade cut, suggesting
the process of digging and infilling was relatively rapid. The slot contained eight post-pipes, three of
which (relating to posts 7, 8 and 9) were not excavated. The post-pipes were spaced along its length
at intervals of between 0.14 and 0.30m, with the bulk of the posts set 0.20m apart (i.e. a post width
— see below). The pipes were oval with the longer axis predominantly aligned along the axis of the
slot (Table 1). Where excavated the sides of these were vertical. Taking the minimum dimensions of
the cores of the pipes as indicative of the diameters of the original posts, the recorded range of
between 0.18 – 0.23m suggests a typical diameter of 0.20m. The post-pipes were sealed by a thin
(0.03m) layer of moderately compacted, dark brown silty-clay (203) containing abundant flint. This
was identical in composition to (201) and is best interpreted as a component of the lower ploughsoil
infilling a shallow slump in the top of the palisade. Broadly circular weathering cones were evident
around the tops of post-pipes [206] and [208], being 0.34-0.40m and 0.38-0.44m in diameter
respectively.
Post-pipe fills (205) and (207) comprised a soft silty-clay, dark black-brown at the top of the pipe,
becoming lighter (mid-brown) at a depth of 0.15m. Inclusions comprised occasional rounded chalk
and flint. In the uppermost portion of the pipes were concentrations of animal bone and charcoal,
focused predominantly upon their eastern edges. In the case of (211), (221) and (231) the fills took
the form of an extremely soft and friable dark black-brown silty-clay containing sub-angular common
flint including some burned. There was moderate charcoal flecking throughout, with animal bone once
again concentrated largely around the edges of the pipes. A single sherd of Grooved Ware was
recovered from (211) and some larger pieces of charcoal (up to 10mm) were present in (221).
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Figure 5. West Kennet palisades: excavated features in Trench 2

Although excavation of the palisade slot was limited to the uppermost 0.3m, it was clear the posts
were set hard against the eastern edge of the cut (i.e. the interior of Structure 5), with the packing
filling the gap between the posts and the western edge. Although disturbed by a recut, [214], and
removal during the current excavation of the large sarsen (215) sitting within it, the packing appears
to have involved alternating dumps of material that formed a series of distinctive bands. The lowest
of the fills encountered comprised a c.0.1m-thick deposit of firm, mid-brown silty-clay (224), largely
free of inclusions. Sealing this was a dense band of angular flint (223) of similar depth. This was in turn
sealed by a very soft, friable dark reddish-brown silty clay (236) that become looser and with more
voids at depth. This was present as a wedge against the steeply sloping western edge of the slot,
becoming thicker with depth as it levelled out. The final layer of packing (209) comprised a compact
pale cream chalky-silt containing abundant rounded chalk. Discontinuous lenses of a moderately
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compacted, dark-brown silty clay (235) were recorded on the eastern edge of the palisade slot.
Containing abundant flint, this most likely reflects (203) material that had weathered into the gaps left
as the posts decayed, rather than a deliberate packing deposit. A single substantial sarsen packing
stone (219) was encountered hard against the eastern edge of the palisade adjacent to post 5. The
dimensions of the stone were 0.52 x 0.25 x 0.37m, its long axis aligned along the palisade.

Figure 6. Features in Trench 2 during an early stage of excavation. Note depth of colluvial soils here

At some point in time after the posts had decayed a broadly circular pit, [214], 1.0m in diameter was
dug into the top of the palisade line, truncating the post-pipes of posts 7 and 9. The feature was filled
with a moderately compacted dark reddish-brown silty clay with flint, (213). The basal profile of this
feature was difficult to determine, due to in part due to disturbance caused by damage to the sarsen
(see below) and in part the close similarity of the fill of the pit to the palisade packing deposit (236)
into which it had been cut. Where the profile had survived (close to the surface and where the base
had cut through areas of chalk-rich natural) it had steeply sloping sides merging with a dished base at
a depth of 0.46m. In the base of the pit, hard against its northern edge and seemingly unitary with it,
was an oval posthole, [240], 0.21 x 0.26m in diameter, with vertical sides. This was offset from the line
of the palisade, cutting into the pipe of post 9. The top 0.2m of this feature was excavated, the fill
(239) comprising a soft, friable mid-brown silty clay lighter in colour and lacking the quantities of
charcoal evident in the palisade post-pipes. Inclusions comprised flint and chalk flecks. Lying across
the posthole and filling the bulk of the pit was a substantial block of orange-brown sarsen (215).
Resting at a steep angle against the easternmost edge of the pit, this was 0.63m in height, 0.47m wide,
and 0.35m in breadth (Figure 7). The base of the stone was flat, and whilst cortex was in evidence
across the bulk of the sarsen it was missing from the top edge, which was completely flaked and
scarred. The precise relationship between the post (240) and the sarsen is difficult to unravel.
Assuming the sarsen had originally sat in the centre of the pit (as the position of its base suggests) it
would have stood directly adjacent to the post. The sarsen is clearly not a packing stone associated
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with the palisade. It could conceivably have been used to support the post in [240], but its use seems
excessive in such a scenario. Given the tabular shape of the stone and flat base, the most economical
interpretation is that it was a free-standing megalith, subsequently broken and displaced, though this
interpretation very much depends on how much of the original stone has been lost. The top of the
stone protruded into the lower ploughsoil (201) and the attested damage could have been caused by
the later ploughing on the site. However, the lack of any notable quantities of flakes and debris in the
immediate vicinity would argue against this as the sole cause. The other possibility is intentional
breakage, with the shattered fragments of the sarsen having been taken away.

Figure 7. F.2000 and F.2001 under excavation in Trench 2. Note large sarsen (215) in foreground

Post-pipe

Fill

Interface shape

width (m)

length
(m)

depth (m)

F.2000
1

205

[206]

oval

207

[208]

oval

3
5
6
7
8
9
F.2001
A

211
221
231
-

[212]
[222]
[232]
-

oval
oval
oval
oval
oval
oval

0.22
(0.40)
0.28
(0.44)
0.34
0.37
0.26
0.28
0.34
0.32

>0.30

2

0.20
(0.34)
0.22
(0.38)
0.2
0.23
0.2
0.22
0.22
0.18

218

[220]

circular

0.47

0.57

0.56
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>0.30
>0.30
>0.30
>0.05
-

B
C
D
E
F
G
Posthole

225
233
227
229

[226]
[234]
[228]
[230]

circular
circular
circular
circular
sub-circular
sub-circular

0.44
0.5
0.44
0.46
0.38
0.33

0.5
0.56
0.5
0.48
0.4
0.41

0.6
0.6
0.55
0.51

239

[240]

oval

0.21

0.26

>0.20

Table 1. Trench 2, F.2000 and F.2001 post-pipes. Measurements in brackets refer to the undisturbed
weathering cones at the top of posts 1 [206] and 2 [208].

F.2001
A 4m long stretch of the radial palisade was exposed and partially excavated. A full section was
excavated across this structure close to the northern edge of its exposure. At this point the palisade,
[216], was 0.66m wide and 1.1m deep. The western edge was near vertical, with the eastern near
vertical to a depth of 0.5m before sloping steeply to meet a flat base. As evidenced in plan, the sides
were straight, becoming narrower at the southernmost end. Within the slot a line of seven regularly
placed posts (labelled A-G) had been inserted hard against the westernmost wall of the palisade. Of
the post pipes, five were either half-sectioned or fully excavated (A, C, D, F and G); dimensions are
given in Table 2.1. In plan, the post-pipes were sub-circular, ranging in diameter between 0.44 and
0.57m. The post-pipes closest to the junction with F.2000 — F and G — were noticeably smaller and
were less circular. Post pipes 220 (A), 226 (C), 234 (D) and 228 (F) had tapering, conical profiles with
steeply sloping sides merging with a dished base at a depth of between 0.55 – 0.60m. In the case of
230 (G) the sides were vertical to a depth of 0.25m before sloping steeply to merge with a sloping base
at a depth of 0.51m.
The post-pipe fills (218, 225, 227, 229, 233) comprised a very uniform, moderately compacted darkbrown silty clay with rare flecks of chalk and occasional flint. In the case of (233) the density of flint
increased with depth. Flecks of charcoal were visible throughout the deposit with a marked increase
in density, including some larger pieces (0.01-0.02m) in the lower third. In the case of (229) larger
pieces of charcoal (0.02-0.03m) were visible in the centre of the post-pipe fill from a depth of 0.16m.
The only other inclusion was single fragment of very friable, pale blue sandstone (maximum dimension
0.07m) from (227). In stark contrast to F.2000, there was a dearth of either animal bone or
concentrations of charcoal at the surface around the edges of the post-pipes (see Figure 5).
Best estimates suggest posts of the order of 0.2m in diameter, though the final two posts of the radial
line (F and G) were smaller. A gap in the order of 0.3m, dropping to <0.2m in the case of F and G, likely
existed between the standing posts. The posts were packed in place with a single deposit of pale,
whitish-brown silty clay (238) containing abundant rounded chalk pieces— presumably material
originally dug out of the slot. There was no evidence of any weathering on the edges of the slot, or
weathered material in the base which again suggests a rapid process of digging and filling.
At some point subsequent to the packing in place of the posts, a shallow, irregular ‘ditch’, [217], was
cut along the line of the radial. It varied in width between 0.6 - 1.0m, becoming wider as it reached
the junction with F.2000. The depth was 0.16m at the northern end of the excavated length of palisade,
becoming deeper (around 0.2m) as it approached the junction. The fill of the recut comprised a
moderately compacted mid-brown silty-clay (204) with flint and occasional chalk flecking close to the
base. A small block of compacted reddish-brown silty clay containing abundant flint gravel that lay at
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the eastern edge of the recut in the area of the junction, (210), was thought originally to be fill, but
most likely represents a section of natural that was over-cut. Overlying (204), along the centre line of
the radial and particularly concentrated across the area of the junction with F.2000, was a stabilisation
deposit (202), a turf or soil. It took the form of an extremely clean, mid-brown silty clay. In the
northernmost part of the recut line this was intermittent, appearing in discrete patches a little over
0.03m in depth. Towards the junction it became thicker (0.2m) and more consistent. Sherds of
Romano-British pottery were recovered from this deposit.
There exists a distinct possibility that the radial posts were removed rather than left to decay in situ.
The tapering profiles may have resulted from the kinds of distortions that would be caused by the
rocking and rotating of posts in order to loosen and remove them; while the uniform fills could
represent surrounding topsoil that entered the resultant voids. Furthermore, the scalloped form of
the recut was suggestive of a series of intercutting pits, each centred upon a post. These may represent
intercutting shallow holes dug around individual posts in order to facilitate their removal.
The palisade junction
There is no evidence that F.2000 and F.2001 were successive constructions, the two lines of posts
respecting one another fully. Post 8 of Structure 5 serves a clear nodal function. The mirrored
regularity with which the posts running off from this are spaced, along both F.2000 and F.2001, is
especially striking, and emphasises the perception of a unitary build.

Trench 3
Trench 3 was laid out to incorporate part of the inner circle of Structure 5 and a series of anomalies
within its interior visible on both aerial photographs and magnetometer survey. An early decision was
made to reduce the area to 5 x 10m, taking in the northern half of the original 10 x10m layout of the
trench. The trench contained the circular ditch-turned-palisaded trench F.3000 of the inner circuit,
three large post-holes (F.3002, F.3004 and F.3005), and features F.3001 and F.3003 related to badger
burrowing (Figure 8). All of the features were located within the interior of the inner circle, and no
features were identified outside the ditch/trench of the inner circuit. It would appear that the postholes and palisaded trench are all contemporary. Although there are no diagnostic artefacts within
the fills of the features to confirm this, material suitable for radiocarbon dating was recovered from
F.3000 and F.3002, which will ultimately confirm the chronology of the different components of the
monument.
Inner Circuit palisade: F.3000
Forming the inner circle of Structure 5, F.3000 was shown by excavation to have originally been a ditch
with a palisade later inserted into its fills (Figures 9 and 10). The ditch cut [324] was between 1.3 1.8m wide, up to 0.9m deep and more or less symmetrical, with steep to moderate sides and an
undulating base. A series of fills — (339), (340), (341), (342) and (343) — only recognised in section,
were seen to be tipping down from the western side of the cut. All of the fills had frequent inclusions
of flint and chalk and were derived from weathered natural coombe rock. The fills alternated between
light yellow brown and mid orange brown clayey silts with their appearance being typical of the
seasonal silting of a ditch during its initial weathering. The disposition of these fills indicated that the
major source of silting was from a bank situated on the outer edge of the ditch. The external
placement of the erstwhile bank shows the inner circuit to have begun life as a henge-like earthwork.
Above the primary fills was a single large deposit, (323), which entirely infilled the remaining upper
half of the ditch. Comprising a mid yellowish-brown silty clay with moderate inclusions of flint and
chalk pea grit, it represented the backfilling of the ditch with the remaining material from the bank of
the henge. Fill (323) contained a single large sarsen located on the western side of the ditch. Given the
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lack of any stabilisation horizons or soil formation within the fills of the ditch, it appears the feature
was only open for a few years at most before it was backfilled.
The palisade was inserted into the backfilled ditch, along its eastern side. Details of the post-pipes of
the palisade are given in Table 2. From south to north, the post-pipes comprise [305], [307], [309],
[311], [313], and [315], filled by (306), (308), (310), (312) and (316) respectively. On the surface, the
post-pipes were notable for having a staggered alignment, with [305] and [309] being set further to
the east than the others. They ranged in diameter from 0.32-0.55m, and depth from 0.33-0.75m. Postpipe [305] was by far the shallowest, the others being of relatively uniform size. The fills of the postpipes were mostly dark brown, or dark orangey brown, clayey silts with burnt flint and occasional
animal bone. In accordance with the dark organic character of the fills, charcoal was also a common
inclusion. Fills (310) and (312) contained greater quantities of burnt flint than the other post-pipes. In
comparison to the other post-pipe fills, fills (306) and (308) were lighter in colour and contained less
burnt material.

Figure 8. West Kennet palisades: excavated features in Trench 3

Unlike the other post-pipes, post-pipe [321] contained two distinct fills. The upper, (322), was a dark
brown clayey silt with moderate inclusions of flint and charcoal. In the top of the fill was a large piece
of charcoal measuring 0.25 x 0.1 x 0.1m. The grain of the charcoal was still clearly visible and indicated
that it was laid horizontally, aligned north-south. It clearly entered the fill as a single sizeable piece of
burnt wood. The lower fill, (329), was a friable dark black-brown clayey silt with occasional flint and
moderate charcoal, and was noticeably darker than the upper fill. The soil and chalk packing material
exposed around the edges of the post-pipe had been turned orange from intense burning, clearly
indicating that the post had burnt in situ, with the post burning below ground to a maximum depth of
0.75m. It is possible that the charcoal piece in the top of (322) was part of the burnt post and, given
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its size, it does not appear to have been exposed to weathering for any prolonged period of time.
Animal bone with unfused epiphyses was found within the upper part of post-pipe fill (329) close to
its interface with (322).

Figure 9. Post-pipes of palisade F.3000 under excavation in Trench 3

The form of the post-holes within which the posts were set was visible in the south-facing medial
section, where it bisected [311]. Here there was an identifiable cut, [337], 0.65m deep and 1.1m wide,
with steep sides and a rounded base. Post-pipe [311] was packed around with a yellowish-brown
clayey silt with some flint (338).
Cut [337] was only recognised in section, and it was not immediately clear whether it represent a posthole or a continuous palisade trench. There is some evidence that the former is more likely. Firstly,
there is the bayed profile to the lower part of the ditch, offering the appearance of being reworked by
a series of pit recuts. Some of the remnant bases of these pits were visible in the base of the ditch and
in part appear to be located too closely set to have formed a pit-dug ditch. It is possible that some of
them may represent the bases of further cut features, effectively a series of post-holes dug into the
backfill of ditch [324]. Moreover, post-pipes [305] and [309] were set within holes that were partly cut
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into the eastern edge of ditch [324]. As the remaining part of the ditch edge was still extant, it is likely
that these posts at least were set within individual post-holes, rather than a continuous palisade
trench.

Figure 10. South-facing section of palisade inserted in backfilled ditch, F.3000, Trench 3

Another pit, which may or may not have served as a post-hole was seen cutting into the backfilled
ditch. Visible in the north facing section on the south side of the trench was a vertically-sided cut with
a rounded base, [347], 0.55m wide and 0.85m deep. Cut through the western side of the ditch, it was
filled with an undifferentiated deposit of mid yellowish-brown clayey silt with moderate inclusions of
flint and chalk, (348), and like the fills of the ditch was of redeposited natural. An animal bone with an
unfused epiphysis was retrieved from this fill. Cut [347] appears to have the profile of a post-hole
although lacking a post-pipe. Since it continues into the southern baulk of Trench 3 it is unclear if the
post-pipe is present outside the excavated area, but it is equally likely that the pit was dug and then
backfilled without holding a post.
Towards the northern baulk, the line of post-pipes was interrupted by a shallow recut [319], >1.0 x
0.8m in extent and 0.11m deep. It was filled by a mid reddish-brown silty clay with occasional flecks
of charcoal and frequent flint inclusions, (320). This fill was reminiscent in colour and texture to fill
(202) of recut [216] of the radial ditch in Trench 2. It was cut into the top of post-pipe [321].

Postpipe
305
307

Fill
306
308

Diameter
(m.)
0.32
0.40

Depth
(m.)
0.33
0.60

Notes
Half-sectioned
Fully excavated
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309

310

0.55

0.70

311
313
315
321

312
314
316
322, 329

0.41
0.50
0.36
0.55

0.60
0.75

Fully excavated. Diameter is averaged as the postpipe was oval in plan, probably due to
disturbance from badger burrowing
Half-sectioned
Unexcavated
Unexcavated
Fully excavated

Table 2: The diameter and depth of the post-pipes within F.3000

Interior features
Inside the exposed area of the inner circuit was a complex of features that initially proved difficult to
dissect due to the presence of extensive animal burrowing. During excavation they resolved
themselves into three substantial post-holes (F.3002, F.3004 and F.3005) and a network of
interconnecting burrows (F.3001 and F.3003) that likely formed a badger sett. All three post-holes
were located at the eastern end of the trench: F.3005 in the southeastern corner; with F.3002 and
F.3004 1.6-2.4m to the north. The last two post-holes intercut, F.3002 succeeding F.3004.
F.3002
Post-hole F.3002 was of massive proportions (Figure 11). The cut, [303], was oval, and up to 1.95m in
diameter at its top. The sides of the cut were very steep to near vertical but overall tapered slightly
towards the base. The cut was extremely regular and well-defined, except on its south side where the
post-hole was cut into the fill of the earlier post-hole F.3004. It was excavated to a depth of 1.7m
before excavation ceased. At that depth the base of the post-pipe, [333], was just starting to give way
to what appeared to be further packing material, although visibility at that depth was hampered by
the difficult digging conditions, and there is a potential that the material was collapsed packing
deposits still within the post-pipe. The position of the post-pipe indicates that the post was set
centrally within the post-hole, with packing material (326/346) being dumped in around it. Packing
material (326/346) comprised redeposited natural in the form of a light reddish-brown silty clay with
moderate flint and common chalk inclusions. The depth of the post-hole meant that it was cut into
both the coombe rock, and the solid chalk that started to occur at approximately 1m below the current
ploughsoil. The varied character of the natural was reflected in the packing, which contained distinct
bands of chalk interspersed by the redeposited coombe rock. Within the packing material was the
crown of a red deer antler, the tip of which protruded into the post-pipe and had broken off in
antiquity. A thin band of reddish-brown silty clay stretched down the west side of the post-hole, and
may represent either silt that had been washed in, or a post-depositional solution feature.
The post-pipe, [333], within post-hole [303] was c.0.7m in diameter and had vertical sides. The lower
fill (332) of this was a poorly sorted mid reddish-brown clayey silt with occasional flint and charcoal
inclusions. Both inclusions were unevenly distributed through the deposit tending to appear in patches
occurring sporadically throughout the fill, although the charcoal was more frequent in the lower
portion of the deposit. The upper fill (344) of the post-pipe was a mid-reddish-brown clayey silt with
moderate chalk and occasional flint inclusions. Although the soil matrix of the deposit was similar to
(332), (344) was well-sorted and the majority of the inclusions lay on a natural angle of rest indicating
that the deposit represented a period of stabilisation and more gradual silting within the upper part
of the post-pipe. Within the deposit were several large lumps of a highly degraded rock, provisionally
identified as granite (Figure 11). Cobbles of the same type were also found within F.3005. Although
the geological determination of the rock is not yet clear, it must have been imported into the region
and would appear to have been intentionally placed within the deposit. Cobbles of the rock within
(344) were separated by a vertical distance of 0.20m. Therefore, if (344) does represent the gradual
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silting up of the upper part of the post-pipe, clearly some period of time must have elapsed in between
two separate episodes of deposition of the same type of rock. The uppermost part of the post-hole
was truncated by a recut, [345], which centred on the post-pipe, but also cut through the packing
material. The profile of the cut was bowl-shaped, 1.1m in diameter and 0.35m deep, with gradually
sloping sides and a rounded base. It was filled by (304), a light reddish-brown silty clay with occasional
chalk and rare flint inclusions. The character of the fill suggests that the feature had silted up naturally
through movement of the soil by colluviation or ploughwash. Given that the recut was centred on the
post-pipe, F.3002 must have been still visible as a hollow at the time that the feature was recut.

Figure 11. Post-hole F.3002 during excavation, showing deposit of non-local stone within base of upper fills and
backfilled post-hole F.3004 in foreground, Trench 3

F.3004
Post-hole F.3004 was located to the south of, and was bisected by, post-hole F.3002. This was equally
substantial. The cut, [327], was circular in plan with a diameter of 1.8m and near vertical sides. Only
the top 0.40m of the feature was excavated, however the depth of the cut was revealed in section by
the excavation of F.3002, showing it to be at least 1.7m deep. The cut was filled by (328), a firmly
compacted mid yellowish-brown clayey silt with frequent inclusions of chalk and occasional inclusions
of flint. The deposit consisted of redeposited natural and was similar in appearance to packing material
(346) in F.3002. The major difference between the two post-holes was that F.3004 contained no postpipe and had clearly been rapidly backfilled with the material that had been dug out of it. In the
absence of a post-pipe, the interpretation of the feature as a post-hole rests upon its morphologically
similarity to post-hole F.3002, and physical position in relation to the latter. It would appear that
F.3004 was abandoned as a post-hole soon after it was dug, and at a point after its fill had consolidated
it was replaced by F.3002, centred 1m to the north.
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F.3005
The upper part of post-hole F.3005 was heavily disturbed by badger burrowing. Since the feature was
not fully excavated, its full width and depth were not properly established, but the cut, [330], was at
least 1.2m in diameter with very steep to near vertical sides on the east. It was excavated to a depth
of 1.3m before excavation ceased, and at this depth there was no sign that the base of the feature
was near to being reached. A slope in the upper profile of the post-hole on its east side may indicate
the position of a ramp. The steep-sided post-pipe, [336], had a diameter of 1.1m at its top, tapering
to 0.70m at the lowest point of excavation. However, the fills of the upper portion of the post-pipe
had been disturbed by badger burrowing, so the diameter of 0.7m is perhaps the truest reflection of
the size of the post, making it comparable to that held within F.3002. The post-pipe was filled by (331),
a mid greyish-brown clayey silt with occasional inclusions of chalk, flint and chalk pea grit. Towards
the lowest point of excavation two fragments of human crania were discovered. The packing material
that surrounded post-pipe, (334), was a mid-reddish-brown clayey silt with frequent inclusions of
chalk rubble. This deposit was not excavated.
Burrows F.3001 and F.3003
The burrow system extended along the east edge of the trench, into post-hole F.3005, and then to the
west and northwest. F.3001 (cut [301]) was sub-oval in plan, 1.65 x 1.10m in extent, with a depth of
0.35m. It was filled by a reddish-brown silty clay, 302. The sides and base of the cut were extremely
uneven being peppered with solution hollows that dove down into the natural. The amorphous nature
of the cut suggested that it was related to burrowing activity, which was confirmed by the discovery
of badger runs heading west towards the palisade trench, and east towards F.3003, which itself proved
to be a more extensive badger burrow.
Excavation of F. 3003 concentrated in the southeast corner of the trench where badgers had burrowed
into the soft upper fill of F.3005. Badger runs extending out from the post-hole along the whole of
length of the trench to the north, and to the west where they joined up with F.3001. The cut of the
burrow here, [317], was extensive and difficult to unravel. The burrow was filled by (32)5, a mid
greyish-brown clayey silt with occasional inclusions of chalk and flint. This deposit was contained
entirely within the upper post-pipe [336] of post-hole F.3005. It was similar in appearance to fill (331)
of the post-pipe, which occurred immediately below it, suggesting (325) represented post-pipe fill that
had been disturbed and redeposited by badger burrowing. Above (325) lay a light grey brown clayey
silt (335), which had occasional flint and frequent chalk inclusions. Fill (335) tipped down into the
badger-modified post-pipe from the west where it continued outside the post-pipe within the ploughtruncated broader cut of the burrow. It is likely that this deposit represents badger-disturbed packing
material from the post-hole. The uppermost fill (318) of the badger burrow was a mid reddish-brown
clay silt with moderate inclusions of flint, representing the silting up of the burrow.

ii. Northern flint scatter
Trenches 4 and 5
Trenches 4 and 5 were positioned in order to investigate the northernmost flint scatter identified by
the Wessex Archaeology surface collection. Again, time and weather limited ambitions. It was decided
not to excavate Trench 4 and to limit the investigation of Trench 5 to a 5 x 5m block in the southwest
quarter of the original area. The former ploughsoil within Trench 5 (500) was a pale grey-brown silty
clay over coombe rock. Worked flint densities appeared slightly lower than those in Trenches 1 and 2,
and, again, the assemblage recovered looks on first inspection to be of mixed date.
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iii. Palisade intersections
Trench 6
All of the former ploughsoil over Trench 6 (600) was excavated in metre squares (25 sq. m. in total).
This was a dark grey-brown silty clay with frequent flint, up to 0.3m thick. Sarsen flakes, worked flint,
CBM (including Roman tile), pottery, and clay pipe was recovered from within it. On the surface at
least, the natural was a clean orange-brown chalky and flinty coombe rock. Context (601) was
allocated to finds identified during a clean of the natural and features. These included worked flint, a
small quantity of Grooved Ware and the decayed remains of a cattle frontlet in the south corner of
trench. The latter was likely deposited in shallow hollow, all but ploughed away. This was not
investigated further. A deep ploughmark (607) ran across the southeastern part of the trench.

Figure 12. West Kennet palisades: excavated features in Trench 6
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Once the palisade of Enclosure 2 (F.6000) and line of Outer Radial 1 (F.6001) were identified, further
excavation was restricted to a 2.5 x 2.5m block over their intersection in the east corner (Figure 12).
This allowed longitudinal sections of both features to be seen and any cut relationships, had these
been present, to be established. The presence of continuous runs of post-pipes in both (i.e. an absence
of truncation), and the uniformity of fill in both the main palisade and radial sections, show that the
timbers and packing in both were contemporary.
The main body of fills of F.6000 and F6001 were excavated to a maximum depth of 0.75-0.85m, at
which point the structural sequence was clearly evident and no need for further (deeper) excavation
was deemed necessary. In the adjacent 1990 Trench T the palisade was 2.5m in maximum depth, while
the radial in Trench S was 1m deep (Whittle 1997, 81, 83); illustrating that with the case of F.6000
around the upper third had been dug. Two of the post-pipe fills, (623) and (624), were taken down a
further 0.25m. The investigated outer, southeastern, side of F.6000 (cut [638]) possessed moderately
steep sides in its upper profile, becoming steeper below 0.5m in depth. In plan it was slightly uneven.
The cut of F.6001 (cut [639]) possessed steep sides on the southwest.
Within the top of F.6000 and F.6001 was a moderately compact chalk rubble packing deposit, (602)
with occasional flint, and a thin lens of brown clayey silty with moderate small chalk and flint (609)
This overlay (603), a loose and crumbly mid-brown silty clay with moderate flint gravel, which formed
the bulk of the rapidly backfilled packing deposit around the posts. Grooved Ware and animal bone
were recovered from this, including a cattle mandible set horizontally adjacent to post-pipes (618) and
(619) of the radial (Figure 13). At a depth of c.0.5m a deposit of reddish-brown clay, 634, was
encountered, packed between the post-pipes of the main palisade, but not extending further into the
main body of the packing. Occasional charcoal, flint and burnt bone were present within this clay,
which could either represent an in situ transformation of the chalky packing material brought about
by water percolation down and around the posts, or a deliberately introduced clay used to stabilise
the posts during erection.

Figure 13. Cattle mandible within packing (603), Trench 6
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Three large blocks of sarsen were encountered within the packing. The largest, at 0.5 x 0.4 x 0.4m, was
situated equidistantly between the edge of the cut for F.6000 and post-pipe 631. It did not rest against
the post-pipes, implying it served no function as a packing stone. A small quantity of animal bone was
found around and against the stone. In F.6001 two sarsen blocks, 0.4 x 0.3 x 0.2m and 0.25 x 0.2 x
0.2m, were located against post-pipe 620.
Along the line of F.6000 a line of five circular post-pipes was initially visible: from southwest to
northeast comprising [632], [631], [629], [628] and [621]. These were initially quite well defined as
separate post-pipes, but with depth [629] and [631], and [621] and [628], looked to merge, perhaps
reflecting uneven vertical profiles to the timbers. In the case of F.6001 the very tops of the post-pipes
were visible as a band of dark brown, friable silty clay (606), with occasional flint and charcoal flecks,
bone, pottery and worked flint. With a little depth, a line of three similar post-pipes ([620], [619], [618])
could be observed running off the position of [621] to the southeast. [621] is therefore shared
between the post lines of F.6000 and F.6001 (Figure 14). Context allocations and post-pipe diameters
are given in Table 3.

Figure 14. Post-pipes in F.6000 (Enclosure 2) and F.6001 (Radial 1), Trench 6

The post-pipes were closely spaced, generally no more than c.015m apart. The maximum diameters
of those in F.6000 are slightly smaller than those in F.6001 — 0.4-0.45+m, versus 0.5m — but, with
each of the post-pipes being slightly splayed in vertical profile, this could reflect partial truncation of
those in F.6000 by a later recut along the palisade line (see below). It should also be stressed that what
are referred to here as post-pipes are more correctly weathering features (‘weathering cones’) formed
in the tops of post-pipes proper.
The fills of post-pipes [621], [628], [629], [631] and [632] ((617), (623), (624), (630) and (625)
respectively) were dark brown silty clays with charcoal flecks and occasional flint and rare chalk. A
little burnt bone was present in (623); burnt flint, sarsen and bone in (617) and (625); and large pieces
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of bone and burnt sarsen in (630). The charcoal in (617) and (625) included larger pieces (up to 0.05m).
A ‘plug’ of chalk gravel was present in the lower part of (617). Each of the F.6001 post-pipes ([618],
[619], [620]: fills (614), (615) and (616), respectively) was filled with a similar matrix, though slightly
darker. Bone was present around the edges/interface of post-pipe [618]. It is likely that the majority
of artefactual material from the post-pipes comes from midden / refuse deposits banked up against
posts; though a degree of intentional deposition cannot be ruled out.
Post-pipes [619] and [620] were sampled radially in two 0.25m deep sections to investigate charcoal
distribution.
Post-pipe
Fill
F.6000 (Enclosure 2)
[621]
617
[628]
623
[629]
624
[631]
630
[632]
625
F.6001 (Outer Radial 1)
[618]
614
[619]
615
[620]
616

Diameter (m.)
0.4+
0.4
0.4
0.45
0.3+
0.5
0.5
0.5

Table 3. Details of F.6000 and F.6001 post-pipes.

Two additional features were recognised within the body of F.6000. The first was a small bowl-shaped
pit, [627], 0.3m in diameter and 0.6m deep, with near vertical sides. This had been dug against postpipe 628, likely while the post was still standing since it did not appear to truncate the post-pipe in
any way. It was filled with a friable dark grey-brown silty clay, 622, ringed on its southeast side by
pieces of flint and sherds of pottery and fired clay. Pieces of calcined pig bone and large sherds of
Grooved Ware came from the base of this, evidently forming a placed deposit. Below this was a packed
deposit of small sarsen stones (633), 0.3 x 0.2m in extent and 0.1m thick. The second feature, [636],
was linear and horizontal, 0.1m wide, filled with a loose dark brown silty clay, (635). Interpreted as an
animal burrow, it ran over a distance of c.0.6m between post-pipes (628) and (629).
It was evident early on in the excavation that the line of F.6000 had been recut, broadly following the
post-pipes. The cut, [610], took the form of a shallow ditch, between 1.0 and 1.8m wide. Slightly
waisted in the central part of its excavated length, and here filled with more gravelly material, it
initially gave the impression of having been dug as two separate sections. U-shaped in profile and up
to 0.3m deep, it possessed moderately sloping sides merging with a slightly dished base. A basal fill of
orange-grey-brown silty clay loam with common flint gravel (613) was largely confined to the
southeastern side, though was thicker in the central part of the excavated length. Above this, (604)
formed the main body of the fill. The matrix was similar to (613), but largely stone-free below the top
0.02m. This contained fresh sherds of Grooved Ware, implying the recut is late Neolithic in date. A
continuation of the recut is visible in Trench T of the 1990 excavations (Whittle 1997, pl. 34).

Trench 7
The excavation strategy in Trench 7 broadly followed that for Trench 6, with removal of the former
ploughsoil in sieved metre squares and deeper excavation focused on a c.2 x 2m area in the northeast
corner over the intersection of the Enclosure 2 palisade (here F.7000) and Outer Radial 2 (F.7001). The
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natural here was again coombe rock. The former ploughsoil, 700, was a 0.3m thick dark brown silty
clay with common flint and sarsen fragments, flint increasing in density towards the base. (701) was
allocated to finds recovered during the clean of the surface below the ploughsoil.
Excavation of the Enclosure 2 palisade and radial reached a maximum depth of 0.8m; perhaps a third
or so of the full depth of the palisade given its recorded depth of 2m in the 1990 Trench K, c.12m to
the south (Whittle 1997, 81). This was, nonetheless sufficient to establish the character and structural
detail of the features. As with Trench 6, it was clear, given the absence of evidence for re-cutting and
the uninterrupted runs of post-pipes, that both F.7000 and F.7001 are contemporary and of a single
build (Figures 15 and 16).

Figure 15. West Kennet palisades: excavated features in Trench 7

The upper profile of the cut of F.7000, [724], was seen to slope at a moderate angle on its exposed
eastern side, likely reflecting the presence of an external ramp for insertion of the posts. The packing
here (705) was common for both F.7000 and F.7001, and comprised small chalk rubble in a pale yellowbrown sandy silt with rare flint and sarsen fragments. Bone was present within this, including a pig
humerus. A line of four post-pipes was exposed within palisade F.7000: from south to north [718],
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[717], [716] and [715] (fills (711), (710/725), (709) and (708/714) respectively: Table 4). [715] was just
clipped by the trench. While variable with depth, their spacing was in the order of c.0.05 to 0.2m, and
diameter in the range 0.45 to 0.5m. As with the situation in Trench 6, the tops of the post-pipes here
exposed are in part modified by weathering, giving some (e.g. [715], [716]) a slightly tapered profile.

Figure 16. Post-pipes of F.7000 (Enclosure 2) and F.7001 (Radial 2), Trench 7. Note sarsen packing in F.7001

Fills (708), (709), (710) and (711) comprised friable dark brown silty clays with frequent small flint and
charcoal flecking. There was an increase in the amount of flint and charcoal at the interface between
post-pipe and packing in the case of (708) and (709), with the latter including one especially large
piece of charcoal (0.15 x 0.04m) and burnt bone. Larger pieces of flint were present towards the base
of (710). Below (708) was a slightly paler, more buff, fill with common pea grit and no charcoal, (714).
It could represent a slump of packing material into the post-pipe from the west/northwest. Another
fill was present below (710), designated (725). Comprising a grey-buff sandy clay with charcoal flecks
and occasional flint, it also included fragments of bone and an antler tine.
The cut of F.7001, [707], was exposed on its northern side, the sides here being steeply sloping. It was
filled with (705) (see above). An arrangement of ten sarsen packing stones, (723), formed tight boxor cist-like packing around radial post-pipes. All unmodified, where fully exposed their sizes ranged
from 0.12 to 0.63m (Table 5). Of the post-pipes, [718] is shared between the posts of F.7000 and
F.7001. Two post-pipes were observed within the radial proper, [720] and [722], both 0.5m in
diameter, set 0.2m apart, and steep-sided in profile. Their fills (713 and 712 respectively) comprised
dark brown silty clays with sparse small flint and charcoal flecking. A few small pieces of sarsen came
from (712), and a large flint nodule from the lower part of (713). The interface between (713) and the
packing was not always clear cut.
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Both the palisade of Enclosure 2 and the radial looked to have been recut after the posts had rotted,
following the sequence seen with F.6000 in Trench 6.
Post-pipe
Fill
F.7000 (Enclosure 2)
[715]
708, 714
[716]
709
[717]
710, 725
[718]
711
F.7001 (Outer Radial 2)
[720]
713
[722]
712

Diameter (m.)
0.45+
0.45
0.45
0.5
0.5
0.5

Table 4. Details of F.7000 and F.7001 post-pipes.

723.1
723.2
723.3
723.4 — continues into section
723.5
723.6 — continues into section
723.7
723.8
723.9 — continues into section
723.10

0.31
0.52
0.26
0.33
0.63
0.42
0.33
0.24
0.14
0.25

0.26
0.32
0.15
0.24
0.44
0.42
0.32
0.18
0.09
0.17

0.10
0.25
0.12
0.13
0.26
0.31
0.28
0.11
0.11

Table 5. Details of sarsen packing stones in F.7001.

Over F.7000 the recut, [706], was up to 0.4m deep and 0.9m wide, with gently sloping sides on the
east (the west side lay beyond the longitudinal section), and an undulating base. Over F.7001 the recut
was shallower, in the order of 0.2-0.25m deep. A loose brown silty clay with occasional flint and sarsen,
0.1m thick (702) formed the upper fill. Below this, and more evident in F.7001, was a slightly darker
silty clay with common flint, rare sarsen fragments and charcoal. A little worked sarsen, flint, bone
(including a pig scapula) and Grooved Ware were recovered from the fills.

Trench 8
Trench 8 was sited to take in three features: the continuation of Outer Radial 2 and the outer circuit
of Enclosure 1 at their point of intersection, and the large rectangular cropmark set between the inner
and outer circuits of Enclosure 1 (Figures 17 and 18). Originally planned as a 10 x 10m area, the
northwest – southeast width was reduced to 8m once it was realised that the trench encroached on
the footprint of the 1990 Trench G. A 4 x 2m area was also left unstripped on the southwest. In total,
an area of 72 square metres was dug.
As with all other trenches, the former ploughsoil was excavated in metre squares and sieved to control
for recovery of artefacts. The ploughsoil (801) was a friable dark grey-brown loam with frequent flint
and occasional small sarsen, up to 0.4m thick, and heavily root-disturbed on the eastern side of the
trench. Soil finds included small quantities of worked flint, a nummus of Valens (AD 364-378: identified
by Phil Hughes) and a fragmentary Roman glass bead. In the northern half of the trench an increasingly
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thick colluvial soil (‘lower ploughsoil’) was present, comprising a moderately compact yellow-greybrown clay loam with frequent flint and occasional small chalk (designated (802/803)). In the very
edge of the trench on the southwest the natural was a chalky coombe rock. Beyond this, and covering
most of the area, it was formed of pale yellow-orange silts and calcareous gravels that sat within a
large, probably late Pleistocene, river channel. The slight hollow left by this channel explains the
presence of the lower colluvium (802), which sits within this. While the extent of the palaeochannel
could not be traced, it is reasonable to infer it represents a continuation of that recorded between the
inner and outer circuits of Enclosure 1 in the field to the east of Gunsight Lane, and which was
investigated in Whittle’s trenches C and N (Whittle 1997, 86-90).

Figure 17. Sections of palisade (F.8000 and F.8001) in Trench 8 during an early stage of excavation, looking to
the west and Silbury Hill

(805) was allocated to finds from the cleaning of the surface of the natural and cut features; and (806)
to those from the upper 0.1m or so of the palisade trenches, until a point where confident attribution
to individual features and contexts could be established. Three-dimensional recording of large bone
and pottery allowed subsequent ascription to particular features. Initially, it proved difficult to identify
the precise positions of the Enclosure 1 outer circuit (here F.8000) and the line of Outer Radial 2
(F.8001). Clues were provided by a zone of sarsen boulders projecting through the stripped surface
along the projected line of F.8000, and by a variably darker but heterogeneous linear zone
corresponding to F.8001. Matters were complicated by the manner in which feature fills changed
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markedly in relation to the varied natural through which they cut. A 7.8m length of F.8000 was
eventually exposed, and a 6.5m length of F.8001.

Figure 18. West Kennet palisades: excavated features in Trench 8
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F.8000
As excavation progressed it became apparent that the radial (F.8001) cut the Enclosure 1 palisade
(F.8000). Two opposing ‘quadrants’ of F.8000 were dug at its junction with F.8001, proving an
alternating half-section along 4.5m of its length. Excavation was undertaken to a maximum depth of
0.65m — well within the upper part of the fills — and, while it established the northern edge of the
palisade trench, it was not taken back to its southern extent (there being no archaeological need). The
southern edge was visible along a small strip in the southern part of the trench, showing F.8000 here
to be in the order of 3.1m wide. In Whittle’s Trench G, only c.1m to the east of Trench 8, the palisade
trench was 2.3m deep (Whittle 1997, 62).

Figure 19. The Outer Circuit of Enclosure 1 (F.8000) in Trench 8, showing broken and displaced sarsen packing

The cut of the northeastern side of F.8000, [838], was near-vertical with slight irregularity along its
length due to excavation through soft and slightly unstable palaeochannel fills. From the character of
the fills it was evident early on that the posts along this length of the palisade had been removed in
order to facilitate the insertion of the radial line across its course. The main packing of the palisade,
(810), comprised a light yellow-brown clay silt with very occasional flint and some small chalk. Below
this, and seen only in section, a deposit of dark grey-brown silty clay with common flint and sparse
small chalk (845) looked to fill the space from which posts had been removed. Large sarsen boulder
packing (824) was present along the excavated length. In the western quadrant this consisted of a
dense and interlocked spread of 14 boulders and large flakes, distributed in a rather haphazard fashion
and with no clear sense of surrounding or supporting post-pipes (Figure 19). Blocks lay three thick in
places, some horizontal, others angled, and continued into the unexcavated packing below. They
ranged up to 0.4m in maximum dimension. Two flakes with clear signs of controlled working were
present and retained, and three split blocks. Set within them was a large sandstone maul or
hammerstone which had seemingly been used in breaking the sarsens. From the evidence of
displacement and breakage, it can be inferred that the upper courses of sarsen packing had been
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broken in situ and levered out to facilitate loosening and removal of the palisade timbers, with the
stone and packing fill then being redeposited in the trench.
In the eastern excavated quadrant a different signature was encountered. Here a sub-oval pit, 1.9 by
+1.4m and up to 0.35m deep, [823], had been dug into the top of F.8000. In its upper profile the pit
sides were shallow, in its lower profile moderately sloping, merging with an irregular, slightly dished,
base. Exposed in situ and displaced sarsen packing projected from the base and sides, with large voids
present between and under the stones. Either the pit represents an artificial cut created by digging
around posts and removing the upper course of sarsen packing to free the timbers, or it was created
through rocking and removal of the posts and consequent slumping. Or it results from a combination
of both processes. The pit was filled with (822), a loose orange-grey-brown silty clay with common
flint and some small chalk. Pea-grit was present at the interface with the sarsens.
Localised patches of loose ploughsoil-like material (815) was found filling shallow hollows elsewhere
along the length of F.8000. This filled voids from recent agricultural removal of projecting sarsen
packing.
F.8001
The precise course of radial F.8001 was at first difficult to define due to variation in fill and post-pipe
signatures along its length, and partial masking on its eastern side through the construction of a chalk
and flint platform. Excavated in two opposing ‘quadrants’, it was found to comprise a linear cut ([839])
1.3-1.7m wide with a slightly undulating edge. On its eastern side, where cutting through F.8000, its
profile was vertical to near vertical. In plan there was a slight outward bow where the radial cut
through the former position of the Enclosure 1 post line. On the western edge, and here dug through
looser palaeochannel fills, the sides were moderately steep and slightly scalloped. F.8001 was
excavated to a depth of 0.5m; sufficient to establish its form, extent and relationship to F.8000, but
by no means close to its full depth.
There were two components to the packing fill, reflecting the different matrices through which it was
cut: the backfill of F.8000 in the southwestern part of the trench, and the palaeochannel fills in the
northeastern. (804), a light orange-brown clay silt with very occasional flint and some small chalk, was
largely restricted to the zone north of F.8000, where F.8001 was worked through the channel fills.
Partially overlapping this and confined to the southern end of the excavated section (i.e. southeast of
post-pipe [830]) was (837), a compact blocky chalk rubble in a grey-brown silty clay with occasional
flint. The chalk component has likely come from some depth, and here probably reworked from F.8000
packing material. Three sarsen packing stones were exposed in (837): two set against the southeast
side of the radial adjacent to post-pipes [826] and [828] (0.4m and 0.6m in maximum dimension
respectively); and the third opposite these and only partially revealed (0.5 x 0.4m across). There were
two slightly smaller sarsen boulders in (804), 0.2m and 0.36m in maximum dimension.
From the top of the trench fill came sherds of Grooved Ware and animal bone. The latter included a
large mammal rib lying horizontally along the axis of the radial, while 0.5m to the northwest of this
was a small deposit of pig bone.
The post-pipe line was first visible as a 0.6m-wide band of darker soil; differences in colour and
inclusions reflecting the compositional variability of the associated packing material. In the southwest
this was a mixed dark grey-brown silty clay, relatively soft, with moderate flint and rare small chalk,
(813). To the northeast of the F.8001 line a grey-brown silty clay with abundant flint, (814). Once (813)
and (814) were removed, six post-pipes were identifiable: from northeast to southwest [831], [820],
[844], [830], [826] and [828] (filled with (821), (819), (843), (829), (825) and (827) respectively: Table
6). They ranged in diameter from 0.5 to 0.7m, [820] and [831] being noticeably wider through
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weathering in the tops of their profiles. The spacing between post-pipes ranged from 0.1 to 0.3m.
[830] was off-set slightly to the southeast in relation to the rest of the line, but not by an appreciable
margin.
Post-pipe
[820]
[826]
[828]
[830]
[831]
[844]

Fill
819
825
827
829
821
843

Diameter (m.)
0.6
0.7
0.6+
0.6
0.35+
0.5

Table 6. Details of F.8001 post-pipes.

Among (821), (819) and (843) there was notable variation in the form of fills. (821) was a brown greybrown silty clay with common flint and rare chalk pea-grit. It became darker below 0.35m, where
charcoal was also more concentrated. (819) was darker with common charcoal flecking and less flint.
In the lower part of the profile the edges of the post-pipe took on a more brownish tone, with more
frequent pea-grit. (843) was not easily distinguished from the packing (804), but could be discerned in
section as a loose, slightly darker, grey-brown silty clay band.
The post-pipes were better defined along the length of the radial filled with the more chalky packing,
(837). (829), (825) and (827) were dark grey-brown silty clays and clay loams with occasional flint and
chalk pea-grit. Charcoal was most visible in (829), where concentrated in the top of the fill around the
eastern side of the post-pipe, along with burnt flint and a piece of calcined bone. A very large cattle
vertebra, through which was inserted a long bone fragment, was found c.0.25m down in the centre of
the fill. Charcoal was also present within (825), being more abundant with depth. In the case of (827),
the centre of the fill was noticeably darker than the edges/interface with the packing.
Captured in the southern corner of the trench and extending beyond its confines was a 0.05m-thick
packed deposit of sub-angular chalk and flint, with occasional sarsen (809). As exposed, this was 3.0 x
1.6m in extent, but since it continued beyond the trench to the southeast and southwest its full
dimensions could not be established. This overlay both the eastern edge of F.8001 and part of F.8000,
but could be seen to stop against the post-pipe row of F.8001. A large fragment of antler pick was
embedded within the chalk and flint deposit, the beam set parallel with the axis of the radial. (809)
looks to form an artificial surface — a floor or platform — constructed after F.8001, but at a time when
the timbers of the radial were still present. Ploughing has undoubtedly truncated the upper profile of
the surface to some degree, making it difficult to establish its original thickness, and, indeed, finish
and purpose. It does, however, have a very structural feel (e.g. as a building floor). That a very short
interval may have existed between the construction of F.8001 and (809), and between (809) and
F.8000, is implied by the absence of any soil development over the palisade fills when the platform /
floor was created.
F.8002
A section (c.4.5 x 3.5m) of the large rectangular pit, F.8002, was exposed in the north of the trench
(Figure 20). Once the feature had been defined and upper colluvial deposits removed, a slot 3.75m
long and 1.0m wide was excavated through this to the base. The edge of the cut, [811], was only
exposed on the southwest side. A moderately shallow upper profile had resulted from extensive
weathering, the pit being dug at this point into the soft and unstable palaeochannel fills to a depth of
1.05 to 1.1m. (1.6m from the current ground level). The sides merged with an undulating base, dipping
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slightly to the north. If elsewhere around its circuit it cut through a more solid medium then the lower
sides are likely to be much steeper. The base was found to utilise the more solid coombe rock,
following the interface of this and the overlying, horizontally-bedded basal channel sands and gravels.
Cut into the base was a small, sub-circular pit, [840], 0.35m in diameter, 0.15m deep, with moderate
sloping sides and a dished base.
The base of F.8002 was rather dirty and gives the impression of having been subjected to trampling,
perhaps occasioned at the time of digging. The fill sequence begins with (842), a pale beige sandy silt
with sparse flint, coming in from the southwest side and only extending a little way into the pit. Animal
bone at the interface of this and the base included large pieces of cattle and pig bone. Overlapping
(842) was (835), a thin (0.04m thick) layer of ashy grey silty clay, tightly compacted with few inclusions,
but with noticeable charcoal flecking. Within it where more bones, among them several articulated
pig vertebrae. This may have derived from decayed organic material and formed under water-logged
conditions (Mike Allen pers. comm.), raising the possibility that the pit was dug just deep enough to
intersect the contemporary water-table.

Figure 20. Pit F.8002, Trench 8, showing burnt sarsen in lower fills

(836) and (834) represent further, and likely quite rapid, episodes of weathering from the southern
side. (836) was a thick deposit of mid grey-brown clayey silt with some flint and pea-grit gravel; (834)
a friable light brown loam with common flint and charcoal flecking. Both extended only part way into
the pit. There then followed the apparently rapid accumulation of a thick (up to 0.35m) deposit of
burnt sarsen and charcoal-rich soil, (817/818). This consisted of a loose, very dark grey, almost black,
clay silt, with abundant (70%) angular burnt sarsen distributed evenly throughout, and frequent
charcoal. The clay content of the deposit increased with depth. From the very top of this came sherds
from perhaps four late style Beaker vessels. Average counts and weights of the sarsen were made
using a single bucket standard. These provide estimates of around 9,000 pieces of stone, weighing
approximately 420kgs; and this from a relatively small sample of the deposit. Much of the sarsen was
sub-angular and fist-sized, and so did not derive from the fire-setting of large stones. Overall, the
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deposit was reminiscent of material from burnt mounds, the stone and charcoal being the by-product
of a ‘hot rock’ technology that might encompass cooking or sauna activity.
Around the edges of the pit, and forming alongside and subsequent to that of (817/818), was a
weathering deposit of loose, light orange-brown silty loam with common chalk pea-grit and occasional
flint, (808). Worked flint and burnt sarsen came from this. There then followed a potentially long
period of stabilisation marked by a worm-sorted soil (816), comprising a dark grey-brown loam with
well sorted common flint. Saxon pottery and animal bone were recovered from this, seemingly
dumped into the broad hollow of the partially-silted pit. More colluvial in character (i.e. more poorly
sorted), an overlying dark grey-brown silty loam with common flint (807), also included rare large flint
nodules, small fragments of coombe rock, charcoal, animal bone, burnt sarsen and more Saxon
pottery. The fill sequence ends with the general colluvial layers covering the northern part of the
trench (802/803).

5. Discussion
While it was not possible to excavate all the trenches to the extent originally planned, the work was
very successful in addressing the key objectives, enhancing understanding of the lithic scatters,
establishing the character (and in due course, the date) of Structure 5 and its internal features, in
investigating key structural sequences across the complex, and in obtaining new material for
radiocarbon dating.
This section should be read alongside the detailed and insightful discussion provided by Alasdair
Whittle in his 1997 report (Whittle 1997, 151-67), which offers a fuller and highly relevant
consideration of matters of context, construction and comparisons for the complex. We would like to
reiterate the comments made by him on the striking uniformity of construction of the main palisade
elements (Whittle 1997, 152), and his perceptive judgement that ‘the succession of constructions…
must be presumed to have been swift’ (Whittle 1997, 156).
Structure 5
We can begin with Structure 5. The investigated features within Trenches 2 and 3 show Structure 5 to
be of the same general character as other elements of the palisade complex excavated to the north
by Whittle, with both inner and outer circuits and the linking radial (Outer Radial 3) comprising closeset palisades. The radial and outer circuit were clearly constructed simultaneously. Whether the
northern end of the radial is contemporary with Enclosure 2 remains to be established. Deviating from
a pattern of constructional uniformity, Structure 5’s inner circuit began as a ditched monument c.40m
in diameter with an erstwhile external bank — in effect a henge-like earthwork. The ditch was
backfilled soon after being dug; the absence of secondary fills suggesting a time-frame of a few years
at the very most. The palisade was then inserted into the partly-silted, partly-backfilled circuit. This
may imply that the inner circuit had a brief life as an independent monument, before being integrated
into the larger palisade complex; an important detail in terms of understanding contingent and
changing decisions in the complex’s development. It recalls the sequence at Silbury Hill, with its shortlived henge enclosure subsequently buried by episodes of mound enlargement (Leary et al. 2013), and
that at the Longstones, where a ditched enclosure of later Neolithic date was levelled not long after
construction (Gillings et al. 2008). The scale and morphology of the Longstones ditch provides close
comparison to that at Structure 5: both are steep-sided, F.3000 between 1.3-1.8m wide and up to
0.9m deep; that at the Longstones 1.1-2.1m wide and up to 0.96m deep. In plan, both appear to
describe flattened ovals.
Within the interior of Structure 5 are a series of massive post-holes, two of which (three, if F.3004 is
viewed as independent of F.3002) were excavated during 2019, others of which show on aerial
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photographs (Barber 2013) and geophysical survey results (Welham & Steele 2011). Only further
excavation can elucidate the plan of this monumental structure/setting, since the extensive system of
badger burrows confuses the register of features visible on aerial photographs and geophysical survey.
Whatever their arrangement, the monumental character of the timber setting here is not in doubt.
The post-holes were larger than those that form the inner ring of the Northern Circle at Durrington
Walls, and of comparable size to the largest posts of the Southern Circle’s ring 2E (Wainwright &
Longworth 1971, 36). They are almost twice as wide as the larger posts of the Sanctuary (Cunnington
1931).
The sequence seen with F.3002 and F.3004, where the latter is cut by the former, and backfilled before
ever having held a post, bears close comparison with post-hole E4 at the Sanctuary (Pitts 2001, 20).
There, five episodes of pit or post-hole re-cutting have been inferred. Pitts interprets this as the result
of the individual post-holes having held timbers for only a brief time before the posts were removed,
the infilled features being recut for the next post-hole. He also notes that the original excavators
missed this mass of recuts due to the cleanliness of the chalk packing, with the lack of intrusive silting
and sediments reflecting the briefness with which the posts were in the ground. In retrospect, and
with reference to the excavation of F.3004, it is perhaps more likely that the cleanliness of the fills
indicates that the post-holes were backfilled immediately after excavation without ever having held
posts.
Geophysical survey undertaken in 2011 highlights other structural complexity still to be unravelled,
including a third, potentially discontinuous, circuit running between the inner and outer rings; while
immediately south of the outer palisade are two curvilinear anomalies that may indicate another,
smaller, enclosure.
The scale of Structure 5 makes it a significant monument in its own right. With an outer diameter of
between 90-100m it is close in size to the inner, primary, ditch at Windmill Hill and the Northern and
Southern Inner Circles within the Avebury henge (Smith 1965). The central timber setting must rank
among the largest of late Neolithic wooden structures, whatever its precise form. At around 40m
diameter, the inner circuit matches the outer diameter of the Sanctuary rings, and equivalent timber
monuments such as the timber settings at Woodhenge, the Southern Circle and Site IV, Mount
Pleasant (Cunnington 1931, Wainwright & Longworth 1971, Wainwright 1979). Within the complex,
the outer circuits of Structures 1 and 3, and inner ring of Structure 4, are of similar dimension to the
inner circuit of Structure 5. Hopefully, future work will elucidate more details of form. Large parts of
Structure 5 are masked by Gunsight Lane and farm buildings, but it is notable that where visible the
circuits best describe flattened circles, giving the monument a distinct NW-SE or NE-SW axis. No
obvious entrance can be detected, though one could lie at a point where currently masked.
Enclosures 1 and 2 and the Radials
Where encountered in Trenches 2, 6, 7 and 8 the Radials (3, 1 and 2 respectively) were shown to be
of the same palisade construction. Previously, only the form of Outer Radial 1 had been confirmed
(Whittle 1997). We now know Outer Radials 1 and 2 are contemporary (‘single builds’) with Enclosure
2, while Outer Radial 2 cuts the outer circuit of Enclosure 1. While evidence remains ambiguous, Outer
Radial 2 appears (from the aerial photographic evidence) to stop before or against the inner circuit of
Enclosure 1, and so could be contemporary with that. If so, the inner circuit of Enclosure 1 could postdate, by a short interval, the outer circuit. Caution must be exercised here because of the poor visibility
of features against the field edges. Whittle also notes a possible continuation of Outer Radial 2 c.65m
to the NNE of Trench 8, as seen in the former MoD pipe trench when refurbished in 1989 (Whittle
1997, 83); however, there is no visible trace on aerial photographs of the intervening length,
suggesting the pipe trench feature is unrelated. If Outer Radial 2 does abut the inner ring of Enclosure
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1, it would meet at the point of an hypothesized entrance through the latter in the area of the current
Gunsight Lane (Whittle 1997, 152).
Although there is clear sequence with the driving of Outer Radial 2 through the line of the outer circuit
of Enclosure 1, the time depth was likely short. Traces of post removal, involving the digging of
extraction pits and breaking-up of sarsen packing stones, were visible within the top of F.8000. This
would imply that the posts within F.8000 were both still standing and in solid order when removed.
Perhaps the succession can be measured in a few years, or a decade or two at most. From observations
in Trench 8 we can be sure that the zone of post removal extends over a length of c.5m at least, but
was it a more radical reworking that involved the wholesale dismantling of the outer circuit of
Enclosure 1? Whittle noted difficultly in detecting post-pipes in his Trench G, immediately east of our
Trench 8 (1997, 62; and site notebooks in Alexander Keiller Museum), with individual post-pipes only
taking definition at a depth of c.0.9m. A darker, more flinty zone that could mark a recut (perhaps
even the extension of [823]) is also visible in the published section (Whittle 1997, fig. 29). Root
disturbance was advanced as the explanation for the poor visibility of the post-pipes here, but the
disturbance caused by digging and ‘wriggling-out’ timbers is another possibility. If so, it would still only
take the zone of post removal c.5-6m east of the intersection. Elsewhere around the outer circuit of
Enclosure 1 post-pipes showed clearly from a high level and signs of disturbance were absent (i.e.
Trenches P, H, E, D, C and N: Whittle 1997, 61-63), indicating they had been left to rot in situ. The bulk
of the outer circuit was therefore retained, with short, entrance-like, gaps established where Outer
Radial 2 was inserted through the circuit. There was apparent elaboration to these new entrance gaps,
with the construction of the chalk and flint surface/platform (809) against the eastern edge of the
radial at this point.
Details such as the running of the Outer Radial 2 line through the outer circuit of Enclosure 1, the
intercutting of post-holes in the centre of Enclosure 5, and the evidence here of a palisade circuit
superseding a short-lived henge earthwork, show there is some sequential depth within the building
of the complex. Could we envisage a short-lived sequence beginning with smaller free-standing and/or
enclosed timber structures, of varied forms, and the outer circuit of Enclosure 1; then smaller circles
enclosed by outer timber rings and linked to the reworked Enclosure 1 and Enclosure 2?
This acknowledged, in each instance events look to have occurred within very short order, potentially
across just a few years: e.g. just long enough for the primary fills of ditch F.3000 to accumulate.
Somewhat surprising, too, is the unity of build seen with Outer Radials 1 and 2 and Enclosure 2, and
Outer radial 3 and the outer circuit of Structure 5. Much of the complex, or at least its basic ‘frame’,
was created in one constructional event. With continuous palisade lines rather than lines of individual
post-pits, even the options for periodic (annual, seasonal) breaks in building were seemingly removed.
This is fast architecture on a significant scale (cf. McFadyen 2008), which recalls in its tempo the later
constructional phases of Silbury Hill (Leary et al. 2013).
There now exists an opportunity to more fully integrate radiocarbon chronologies with a new
understanding of structural relationships and observed sequences. In order to resolve our concerns
that the charcoal from the post-pipes need not relate to the palisade timbers, and that dates on such
do not provide a secure chronology for construction, micro-sampling for charcoal in the post-pipe fills
was undertaken in Trench 6 in an effort to better understand the taphonomic processes involved in
its inclusion. We also observed and recovered both animal bone and antler within the packing fills (i.e.
primary contexts) of the palisades, from which further dates will be obtained.
Environment
Soil micromorphology suggests the palisades were constructed in an environment with a stable and
well vegetated soil surface, relatively undisturbed (Appendix 4).
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Activities inside and out
Replicating to large degree the signatures seen during the 1987-1992 excavations, animal bone was
relatively abundant within palisade features. Moderate quantities of Grooved Ware were recovered
(over 80 sherds), with a particular concentration in Trench 6, including sherds recovered from primary
contexts in the palisade packing fill. In addition, there were 13 sherds of Beaker from the soil in pit
F.8002 (see Appendix 3). Worked flint was present in quite low quantities from feature fills in the
northern part of the site (Trenches 6, 7 and 8), and a percentage of this comprises residual Mesolithic
material (e.g. blade cores from Trench 6). More flint was present from the area of Structure 5. Full
characterisation of the worked flint recovered from the former ploughsoil in the two scatter zones
(Trenches 1 and 5) still needs to be undertaken, but the initial impression is that it relates to more
than one phase of activity, and that only a tiny percentage can be linked with confidence to the late
Neolithic.
Three-dimensional recording of larger animal bone and ceramics from feature fills was undertaken
whenever possible. In the case of Trench 2, bone can be seen to have accumulated against the posts
on the interior side of the enclosure. The placing/dumping of bone against the posts may also explain
its presence within larger post-pipe fills (e.g. in Trenches 6 and 8). In some instances, more formal
depositional practices were at play, as observed during the previous excavations when bone and antler
was recorded as being placed against posts during the backfilling of the palisade trenches (Whittle
1997, 152). One can note here the instance of pit [627] in Trench 6, which was dug against standing
posts at the junction of Enclosure 2 and Outer Radial 1, and into which was placed a deposit of Grooved
Ware and calcined pig bone. Also of note is the deposition of fragments of human crania in F.3005.
These assemblages reinforce the impression of feasting as a major activity, but not of sustained
occupation, given how little worked flint was recovered (from the northern part of the site at least).
There is an obvious contrast here with Durrington Walls, where houses and large quantities of work
flint testify to a period of intense occupation (Parker Pearson 2012, Chan et al. 2016). There is then
the question of the purpose of the large pit or tank, F.8002, in Trench 8. This was dug seemingly to
intersect the water-table and showed signs of having held water in its base. Animal bone was present
on the base, and considerable quantities of burnt sarsen occurred in the lower fills. We are inclined to
view the dumps of burnt sarsen as functionally related to the pit; their inclusion also serving to
consolidate access from the unstable southern side. There is surely a connection to the pit or postcircle observed on aerial photographs immediately to the northwest (Barber 2003, 2013), while intramural linears visible to the north, along with Outer Radial 2, and the inner and outer circuits of
Enclosure 1, could be seen to provide a demarcated and deeply enclosed space within which activities
linked to the pit were contained. Contexts for the ‘hot stone’ technology marked by the burnt sarsen
include burnt mound-style cooking or sweat-lodge/sauna activities. The latter has been tendered as
an interpretation of the elaborate late Neolithic building and burnt stone-rich midden recently
excavated to the south at Marden henge (Leary & Field 2012). Neither, of course, explain the need to
create such a colossal pit (with a projected capacity of c.170 cubic metres), when ready access to water
was supplied by the Kennet. Pre-dating by a good margin the widespread appearance of water
acquisition technologies such as wells in the Middle Bronze Age, its function was perhaps less prosaic,
serving instead as a sacred pool. Analogy could be drawn with the much larger, rectilinear ‘tank-like’
extension to the west side of the ditch surround Silbury Hill (Leary et al. 2013). A large clay-lined pit
penetrating the water-table was found inside the palisade enclosure at Forteviot, Perth and Kinross,
though radiocarbon dates would place that feature in the early Neolithic (Noble & Brophy 2011, 72).
Palisades, water and topography
Pit F.8002 emphasises the complex’s close connection to water (Marshall 2016, 137). This is most
evident in the way Enclosure 1 straddles the Kennet, in the manner that Enclosure 2 abuts the
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southern bank of the river close to the Waden Springs (the original Swallowhead Springs: Steve
Marshall pers. comm.), and the way Enclosure 1 encircles a major springhead. This intimate
relationship with water can be matched within immediate range at Silbury Hill (Leary et al. 2013); at
the Marden henge, which abuts the River Avon (Leary & Field 2012); via earthwork avenues joining
the River Avon at Durrington Walls and Stonehenge (Parker Pearson 2012); and with the Greyhound
Yard enclosure at Dorchester, the circuit of which likely connects to the River Frome (Woodward et al.
1993). Indeed, a recurrent connection exists across the British Isles between henges and other late
Neolithic monument forms, palisades included, and water (Richards 1996, Bradley 2000, Noble &
Brophy 2011). The closest parallel, in both overall morphology and watery connection can be seen
with the pair of palisade enclosures at Hindwell in Powys, which enclose not only a spring but a large
pool or pond (Gibson 1999, Jones & Gibson 2017).
A better understanding of the relationship between the enclosure complex and its topographic setting
emerged during the fieldwork, quite simply as a result of the familiarity with the landscape this
engendered. Most evident was the manner in which key elements of the complex — Enclosures 1 and
2, structure 4 and Structure 5 — were set against the very edge of the narrow floor of the winding
valley leading from the south. The rather dominant alignment of the current Gunsight Lane tends to
draw attention away from this, but it is evident within the field and on contour data. If the valley floor
is taken as a routeway, running in a sinuous path from south to north, then Outer Radials 1 to 3 are
seen to run more or less perpendicular to this, effectively blocking or controlling a natural flow of
movement. Small gaps can be seen in Outer Radial 2 on the geophysical data, suggesting controlled
movement was intended through this line into the pinched space between Enclosures 1 and 2.
Movement was then possible into Enclosure 2 via its elaborate funnelled entrance, or into the space
between the inner and outer circuits of Enclosure 1 (by means of the small gaps left to either side of
Outer Radial 2 where it punched through the outer circuit, and then possibly into the centre via an
hypothesised entrance under Gunsight Lane: Whittle 1997, 152). Conceivably, the space left between
Enclosures 1 and 2 could have led to a fording point of the Kennet, and so access from the south into
the heart of the Avebury complex. Perhaps this dry valley, running from what remains as a braided set
of paths and routeways running onto the high down from the Vale of Pewsey, was one of the principal
routes into the Avebury landscape from the south. If so, the palisades served, briefly, as a complex set
of barriers and spaces that mediated the final part of that journey and the crossing of the Kennet. It
recalls Noble and Brophy’s comments on how palisades could orchestrate ‘experience and movement
via a series of thresholds and transitional zones’ (Noble & Brophy 2011, 77).
Marking and memorialisation
With few exceptions (e.g. the short section of the outer circuit of Enclosure 1 removed to facilitate the
insertion of Outer Radial 2), palisade posts were left to rot in situ and were not replaced. A likely
lifespan of a hundred years or so has been suggested for the posts (Whittle 1997, 156), giving the
complex a relatively short life as a monumental structure. It was clearly never intended to remain as
a permanent landscape feature, and may even have been constructed for one relatively brief cycle of
ceremonial activity. Set against this is the modelled span of 420–575 years (at 68% probability) for
Grooved Ware activity at the site, taking bone from both palisade and midden contexts (Bayliss et al.
2017, 263). Whether all these dates can be linked to Grooved Ware use per se is open to question,
since it would push the use of that ceramic close to 2000 BC, but they do suggest that bone-generating
feasting activity continued for several centuries. There are therefore questions about how long traces
of the palisades remained visible, whether attempts were made to mark or memorialise elements in
any way, and how traces and markers may have structured subsequent activity.
Actions to mark and/or commemorate parts of Structure 5 and Enclosure 2 were recorded during the
2019 excavations. At some stage after the posts had been left to rot, a pit was dug at the junction of
the outer ring of Structure 5 and Outer Radial 3. A post-hole was dug at one edge of this pit, close to,
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but offset from the line of the original palisade and a standing stone of narrow tabular form placed in
its centre. Assuming the original height of the megalith was sufficient to have stood proud of the
contemporary surface, the post and sarsen would together have served to mark the nodal location of
the junction. It was also clear that the radial persisted as a shallow linear earthwork.
Within the interior of Structure 5 large cobbles (provisionally identified as granite) were placed in the
upper fills of post-holes F.3002 and F.3005. This recalls the occurrence of large pieces of broken sarsen
placed in probable recuts in the top of one of the post-holes at the Sanctuary (Cunnington 1931, 3145), in post-hole C6 at Woodhenge (Cunnington 1929, 88), and post-hole 5074 of the later Neolithic
alignment at the MoD Headquarters site, Durrington (Thompson & Powell 2018). All are worked or
broken stones. Best observed with the Durrington Walls Southern Circle, but seemingly part of a much
wider tradition, closing or commemorative deposits of bone and other material were frequently
placed in recuts dug into the tops of large later Neolithic post-holes (Parker Pearson et al. 2008, 1623).
There were no obvious signs of other radials or the outer circuit of Enclosure 1 being marked in any
way following post decay. However, the circuit of Enclosure 2 in Trenches 6 and 7 was clearly recut,
broadly following the post-pipe line. This took the form of a shallow ditch, up to 0.4m deep, the fill of
which contained fresh sherds of Grooved Ware. Its regularity and even base, which truncated the tops
of the post-pipes, shows this was not formed by intersecting weathering cones in the tops of the postpipes. The same recut is visible in sections dug in 1990 and 1992, in Trenches K, M, T, BB and CC,
suggesting it is continuous around the circuit of Enclosure 2 (Whittle 1997). It is especially distinct in
the Trench M section, where it is visible as a broad cut c.0.5m deep with dark soil fill, slightly off-set
from the post-pipe line (Whittle 1997, fig. 44, pl. 33). There is a change from a broad U-shaped recut
on the eastern part of the circuit to a deeper V-shaped recut on the west (i.e. Trenches BB and CC:
Whittle 1997, fig. 44). A date from pig bone from the recut in Trench M gives a mid-3rd millennium BC
range (2570-2515 (19.5% confidence), 2501-2338 (74.5% confidence), 2321-2309 (1.4% confidence)
cal BC: UBA-22626, 3948±36 BP: Bayliss et al. 2017), consistent with the Grooved Ware from Trench
6.
The ditched recut was likely accompanied by a small up-cast bank, and could have survived as a visible
earthwork feature into early historic times. Whittle notes how the modern field boundary (perhaps a
late Anglo-Saxon creation since it also serves as the parish boundary) kinks where it meets the circuit
of Enclosure 2, then dog-legs again at the point where it intersects the outer and inner circuits of
Structure 1 (Whittle 1997, 153). This acknowledgement of the location of earlier features could only
have happened if they retained an earthwork presence. The question remains why the circuit of
Enclosure 2 should be redefined, but not that of Enclosure 1?
Romano-British and Anglo-Saxon activity
Small quantities of Roman tile and pottery were recovered from the former ploughsoil across the site.
Early Anglo-Saxon pottery came from the upper fills of pit F.8002 in Trench 8, along with animal bone,
a broken glass bead and a limited assemblage of metalwork that included an iron knife and perforated
(curated?) late Roman coin. A similar deposit of Anglo-Saxon pottery and animal bone was found in a
soil/stabilisation layer in the inner ring of Structure 1 not far to the west (Whittle 1997, 84), and further
‘Post-Roman’ and Anglo-Saxon material in a natural channel to the east (Trench C: Whittle 1997, 86).
This must relate to a phase of early Anglo-Saxon settlement on the floor of the Kennet valley at this
point, perhaps a precursor to the Late Anglo-Saxon and Medieval settlement immediately north of the
river in the environs of West Kennett Farm (Smith, in Whittle 1997, 66-9).
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Concluding comments
Much of our route to understanding why the enclosures were built relates to when they were built,
and the vexed question of whether it is the charcoal, or bone and antler dates that provide the best
chronology. Our reading of the evidence supports a mid-3rd millennium BC build (supported by infield observation of Grooved Ware and animal bone in packing material), but the matter requires
proper resolution to be achieved through both re-assessment with colleagues of the context of
materials already dated, and new dates from samples recovered during 2019. If indeed both
construction and gathering/feasting activity can all be accommodated in the latest Neolithic, the
connection to Silbury Hill is reinstated (see Whittle 1997 for compelling links). Certainly available dates
on animal bone — from varied contexts, but some from what we regard as primary palisade contexts
(Appendix 5) — show overlap with the construction of Silbury Hill, and also with earliest Beaker
presence around the 24th-23rd centuries cal BC (Bayliss et al. 2017, 264; Healy 2016, 47; Leary et al.
2013). Should we place the creation of both monuments within current knowledge of the genetic and
ethnic distinction between early Beaker communities and ‘indigenous’ Grooved Ware populations
(Olalde et al. 2018), and see their creation as an almost millenarian response to perceived threats to
traditional authority and worldview? Much depends on how these communities saw themselves and
others, levels of interaction, integration and imagination. Or should we see the apparent ‘long
Grooved Ware centuries’ here and the long-distance material connections in lithics and Grooved Ware
styles as indicative of stability, success and renown within the region? There exists much potential in
the analysis and work to follow to think critically not just of how the work at the West Kennet palisades
impacts on the Project’s aims, but on wider issues on key transformations in the mid-late 3rd
millennium BC world.
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Appendix 1: Geophysical survey
Given uncertainties in the precise geo-referencing of the cropmark transcription, a programme of
geophysical survey was deemed essential in enabling the project to optimise the placement of its
trenches. In practice three 40 x 40m survey areas (the last of which was truncated by the road to leave
a 40 x 28m area) were centred upon the intersections to be investigated — areas 1, 2 and 3 on Figure
A1.1. These comprise the junctions between Enclosure 2 and Outer radial 1, and Outer radial 2 and
Enclosures 1 and 2.

Figure A1.1. The geophysical survey areas centred upon T6-T8 (after Barber 2013)

The original intention was to employ a combination of fluxgate gradiometer, soil resistance and GPR
survey. However the extremely wet conditions meant that the dense meadow grass covering the site
made both soil resistance and cart-based GPR survey impossible. The former was attempted but the
thick mat of wet grass made it impossible to reliably log readings and as a result this method was
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abandoned. Fortunately, the gradiometry worked extremely well, enabling all of the required
intersections to be identified.
The survey was undertaken between the 18th and 20th June 2019 by Jeremy Taylor and Mark Gillings.
Method
In total 0.432 hectares was surveyed using a Dual Sensor Bartington Grad 601-2 with a traverse
separation of 1m and reading interval of 0.125m. Data processing was carried out using Terrasurveyor
3.0.34.10 with data manipulation limited to de-striping, clipping and interpolation only. Georeferencing of the survey grids was carried out using survey-grade GPS (SmartNet enabled Leica GS15
receiver) enabling any anomalies to be located on the ground with a high degree of accuracy.
Results
The results are presented with interpretations in Figure A1.2. In all cases the fluxgate gradiometer
detected the lines of the palisades (especially the soil and charcoal-rich fills of the post-pipes), along
with additional structural features. In area 2 this included a rectangular feature (D) not recorded as a
cropmark. In the interpretation plots the approximate locations of the 1987-92 excavation trenches
have been indicated (broken grey lines) as best as can be reconstructed from the published site plan
(Whittle 1997).
Area 1
The arc of Palisade Enclosure 2 has been detected (A) along with the line of Outer radial ditch 1 (B).
The former gave a higher and more emphatic response which confirms the morphological differences
between the enclosure ditch and radial recorded in excavation by Whittle (1997: 81-83). Although
faint, the results do raise the possibility that rather than a discrete junction, the line of the radial
continues into the enclosure. This raises the possibility that it either linked to (or passed close by) the
western edge of Structure 1, the very bottom of which falls within the surveyed area (C). This would
suggest a similar relationship to that of Outer radial 1 and Structures 2 and 3 (Figure A1.1). The fainter
response of the radial within the interior of Enclosure 2 may suggest a different fill to the post-pipes
here, potentially indicating posts were withdrawn. The way the signature of the Enclosure 2 palisade
seems to overrun that of B (Outer radial 1) would imply the latter is earlier. This could suggest the
complex begins as a set of smaller circular monuments joined by radial palisade lines, subsequently
elaborated through the creation of Enclosures 1 and 2.
Area 2
Once again the arc of Enclosure 2 has clearly been detected (A), as has the junction it forms with Outer
radial ditch 2 (E). The very similar magnetic response and neat way in which they abut one another
could be taken to indicate that radial E (Outer radial 2) and Enclosure 2 are contemporary. In the far
southwest corner the arc of Structure 1 is also evident (C). In the northeast quadrant in the angle
formed by A and E is a rectangular anomaly (D) approximately 15 x 11m in maximum dimension. Not
visible as a cropmark, this offers an interesting parallel to the rectangular cropmark recorded in area
3, which appears to be symmetrically disposed (H — see below). There are suggestions of possible
breaks in the line of E and the southern and northern boundaries of D which may indicate the presence
of a passage through at this point.
Area 3
This area was truncated by the modern road (Gunsight Road) which was bordered by metal fencing.
Both Outer radial ditch 2 (E) and the line of the outer palisade of Enclosure 1 (F) have been detected.
The relationship between Outer radial ditch 2 and Enclosure 1 is more ambiguous than that observed
with Enclosure 2, as it appears to run over the outer circuit of the former. Its relationship to the inner
circuit of enclosure 1 is currently uncertain. In addition, the unusual rectangular (H) cropmark and pit
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or post circle (G) lying between the inner and outer palisade lines of Enclosure 1 have also been
recorded. Once again there is a suggestion of a possible break in the line of E at its southwest end.

Figure A1.2. The survey results. Lower case letters and dotted lines indicate trenches excavated between 198792 by Whittle (1997).
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Figure A1.3. The combined survey results - (Incorporates data (c) Crown Copyright/database right 2007. An
Ordnance Survey/(EDINA) supplied service).
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Figure A1.4. Combined survey results with cropmarks (after Barber 2013) - (Incorporates data (c) Crown
Copyright/database right 2007. An Ordnance Survey/(EDINA) supplied service).
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Summary
It is clear that even in less than ideal survey conditions, the features making up the West Kennet
Palisades are well suited to detection by Fluxgate Gradiometer (Figures A1.2 and A1.3). They would
undoubtedly respond extremely well to Caesium Magnetometry and a full and detailed
magnetometer survey of the entire scheduled area should be considered a management priority. This
is particularly important given that a useful body of ground-truthing data is available from the 198992 and 2019 excavation projects.
In conclusion, the surveys were successful in the goal of refining excavation trench placement. They
have also confirmed the veracity of the features identified through cropmarks (Figure A1.4) and have
identified wholly new components of the Palisade complex. As is clear from figures 5 and 6, the gaps
in Outer radial ditch 2 (E) fall either side of the rectangular feature (D) and suggest that we may have
a very similar cellular, funnel-like entrance arrangement between Enclosures 1 and 2 to that seen on
the eastern side of Enclosure 2 (Figure A1.4 — directly above area 2). This is also the centre of the
valley floor, so an obvious route through the complex. Together with the cropmark evidence this
points to the presence of a very elaborate graded entrance from the south.
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Appendix 2: Detailed methodology statement from WSI (Pollard et al. 2019)
Fieldwork methods
Excavation will be undertaken by hand, though a mechanical turf-cutter will be employed where
possible to remove the turf. Trench edges will be stepped where necessary, and certainly where any
deposit depth exceeds 1.2m (unlikely in this instance).
Excavated spoil will be stored on site in trench-specific spoil heaps. On completion of the work, the
trenches will be backfilled by machine (a JCB or equivalent) and turf replaced by hand. Bare patches
will be re-seeded with a suitable mix as agreed with the farmer. The investigated areas are within
fenced fields, but additional fencing may be erected around trenches if deemed necessary on safety
grounds (e.g. depth of excavation). We will work closely with the farmer to ensure the site is suitably
reinstated after excavation.
Archaeological features within the trenches will be excavated as appropriate to enable their date,
character, extent and condition to be properly assessed. Archaeological contexts will be investigated
in order to understand the full stratigraphic sequence, down to the naturally occurring deposits. Care
will be taken to extract maximum information from minimal intervention. Contexts will be planned
and sampled according to the following sampling strategies:
•
•
•

All features and pre-colluvial layers will be hand-excavated with sieving of spoil through a
10mm mesh.
Pits, postholes and other isolated features will normally be half-sectioned to determine and
record their form prior to total excavation. Some may be excavated in plan where it would
benefit understanding of artefactual and faunal deposits contained within them.
The progress of excavation will be appraised and modified as necessary through consultation
with the archaeology section of Wiltshire County Council.

Recognising that any ploughsoil artefact scatters constitute a critically important part of the record,
topsoil/ploughsoil will be excavated in metre squares and sieved through a 10mm mesh in order to
maximise artefact recovery. In the case of Trenches 1-5 gridded ploughsoil excavation will be 100%.
As with the procedure adopted during excavations by the Project on Avebury Down, 20 litre samples
of soil will be taken from a sub-set of squares (comprising a 13% sample) for wet sieving in order to
recover lithic microdebitage.
With other trenches, seemingly within low lithic density zones, ploughsoil excavation begin with a 25%
sample, moving up to 50% or 100% depending on artefact presence/density (e.g. if initial densities are
below 5 pieces per square metre, a 25% sample will be maintained).
Small bulk samples of any buried soil will be taken on a systematic one metre grid for multi-element
analysis (ICP-AES) and magnetic susceptibility, and sets of intact soil blocks taken from representative
colluvial/alluvial/buried soil profiles for soil micromorphological analysis.
The generated spoil will be monitored in order to recover artefacts. This will include systematic
sweeping with a metal detector by an experienced user. Metal detecting and hand cleaning of the
stripped surfaces will be undertaken, to better define any identified archaeological deposits/features
and record the distribution of unstratified/surface artefacts.
A full written, drawn and photographic record will be maintained. Recording will follow a modified
version of the Museum of London (MoLAS) single context system; though adherence to single context
planning is not deemed necessary for this particular work. Excavated stratigraphic entities (e.g. a cut,
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layer or fill) are to be recorded as individual contexts, numbered sequentially ([001] onwards).
Interrelated stratigraphic units (e.g. a pit and its fill) are to be assigned feature numbers (F.1 onwards).
Drawn sections will be made at 1:10, feature and deposit plans at 1:20. Complex deposits and burials
will be drawn at 1:5. A full photographic record will be maintained using a high resolution digital
format. All finds are to be bagged according to context, with details of feature, context and finds
number (sequentially numbered <001> onwards) recorded on the bag. The same procedure will apply
to environmental samples (bulk samples for plant macrofossils, smaller bagged soil samples for MS/P,
molluscan and pollen analyses) where it is deemed deposits appropriate for sampling exist. A register
of finds and samples will be retained.
In the case of the auger transects, full written descriptions will be logged of soil profiles within each
auger hole. This will include standardised description of deposit depth, soil colour (including Munsell
values) and structure, inclusions, boundary character, and provisional interpretation. The positions of
the auger holes will be recorded by survey-grade DGPS. Any artefactual material encountered during
augering will be recorded according to transect, hole, depth and deposit.
The position of each trench and borehole will be recorded using survey-grade DGPS, and will be
incorporated into the Project GIS.
Finds collection and deposition policy
All artefactual material of pre-modern date will be retained. The exception is provided by unworked
burnt flint, which will be counted and weighed prior to disposal. Mass-produced materials such as
pressed tin plate, plastics, and ‘universal’ building materials such as brick and metamorphic roof slate,
will not be retained, but the presence of these materials will be recorded in writing, noting their
frequency of occurrence. Retained artefacts will be cleaned, catalogued and bagged / boxed in
accordance with the Conditions of Acceptance of the Alexander Keiller Museum and the United
Kingdom Institute of Conservation (UKIC). After cataloguing and quantification, the finds assemblages
will be examined by appropriate specialists.
Conservation, if required, will be undertaken by approved conservators. The UKIC guidelines will apply.
As a guiding principle, only artefacts of displayable quality would warrant full conservation, and
conservation costs will be included as a contingency.
Both finds and archive will be deposited within the Alexander Keiller Museum, Avebury.
Environmental sampling policy
On-site sampling methods will follow the English Heritage Guidelines for Environmental Archaeology
(2011). Where buried soils and/or features are present, standard 40 litre samples will be taken for
flotation and the recovery of plant macrofossils. Flotation samples will be mechanically processed
during the excavation at a facility close to the site, providing the opportunity for rapid assessment and
feedback, and allowing additional samples to be recovered where appropriate. Flot will be collected
on a 0.25mm mesh and residues on a 0.5mm mesh. Dried residues will be sieved through stacks of
2mm and 4mm sieves, and will be sorted under supervision for environmental remains and small finds.
Flotation samples will be stored in sealable plastic tubs with context and sample numbers recorded
on plastic tags, one tied to the tub and a duplicate inserted inside. It is anticipated that all samples will
be floated over the duration of the excavation, but any remaining unprocessed will be temporarily
stored in suitable conditions at the University of Southampton, where they will be processed within
two months of the end of the excavation.
Where appropriate, small bulk samples will be taken for multi-element analysis (ICP-AES) and
magnetic susceptibility. Where deemed appropriate, contiguous, close-interval bulk samples will be
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taken for molluscan analysis in conjunction with samples of undisturbed soils/sediments as Kubiena
samples (for soil micromorphology) and monolith samples (for geoarchaeology and subsampling for
pollen -- and potentially diatom -- analysis. The position of these samples will be recorded on section
drawings.
Environmental material removed from site will be stored in appropriate controlled environments prior
to analysis.
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Appendix 3: Prehistoric pottery
Provisional assessment by Rosamund Cleal. GW = Grooved Ware, Bkr = Beaker

Trench Feature

Context

Count

Weight (g) Identification

Notes

2

211

1

4

GW?

Rusticated

601
601
602

1
2
1

38
7
25

Indet.
GW

Base sherd

602

1

9

GW

Body sherd

602

1

3

GW

Cord dec. body sherd

602

13

101

GW

602

1

15

GW

Inc. poss cordons; also
crumbs (1g)
Rim

602

2

2

GW??

603

1

16

GW

603

1

1

GW??

604

9

85

GW

6
6
6

F.2000

Prob. same vessel as in 622

6

F.6000/
F.6001
F.6000/
F.6001
F.6000/
F.6001
F.6000/
F.6001
F.6000/
F.6001
F.6000/
F.6001
F.6000/
F.6001
F.6000/
F.6001
F.6000

6
6

F.6000
F.6001

604
606

1
8

11
41

GW?
GW

6
6
6

F.6001
F.6001
F.6000
Pit [627}
F.6000
Pit [627}

606
606
622

1
1
4

1
6
73

Indet.
GW
GW

622

1

9

GW?

700
705

-

-

-

-

?
scraps of
decayed
ceramic (GW)

801
802
803
804
806

1
2
5
1
7

6
8
17
12
19

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

6

7
7

8
8
8
8
8

F.7000/
F.7001

F.8000
F.8000/
F.8001

GW??
Indet.
Indet.
GW?
GW
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Base

Includes 1 rim, body
sherds, cordons
Body sherd
Body sherds inc. cordon;
plus crumbs (6g)

Rim and body

scraps

Prob prehist.

Includes possibly late

8
8
8
8
8
8

Total

F.8000/
F.8001
F.8002
F.8001
F.8002
F.8002
F.8001

806

5

25

GW

Body sherd

807
813
817
817
837

1
11
12
1
1

17
36
89
2
18

GW
GW
Bkr
Bkr
GW

cordoned
cordon

97

696
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Approx. 3 - 4 vessels
represented

Appendix 4: Soil micromorphological analyses
Charles French
Introduction
During the 2019 excavation season selected spot samples for molluscan and soil micromorphological
analyses were taken from the excavation trenches, targeting the cut features of the palisades. Intact
sample blocks and matching small bulk samples were taken from a number of buried soil contexts for
physical, multi-element and soil micromorphological analyses (after Murphy 1986; Courty et al. 1989;
French 2015; French & Rajkovača 2015; Goldberg & Macphail 2006; Macphail & Goldberg 2018). These
included possible redeposited soil materials in post-holes of the Neolithic palisade in Trenches 2, 3
and 7.
Methods
The thin section slides were produced following the methods of Murphy (1986) as adapted by French
& Rajkovača (2015), and described using the accepted terminology of Bullock et al. (2005) and Stoops
(2003). The micromorphological investigation was used to assess the soil type and signatures of
development that may relate to past land use at the site.
Results
Sample K13 (Trench 3, post-pipe [311], fill (312), 31-43cm)
Structure: moderately well developed small irregular blocky, <4cm with internal aggregates of <5mm; Porosity:
<5% very small channels, <1.5cm long, <500um wide, accommodated, weakly serrated; <5% vughs, <250um,
sub-rounded to rounded; Mineral components: 5% gravel, <2cm, sub-angular; coarse/fine ratio: 10/90; coarse
fraction: 10% fine quartz sand, 100-250um, sub-rounded to sub-angular; fine fraction: 30% very fine quartz sand,
50-100um, sub-rounded; 60% humic dusty clay in groundmass, non-birefringent; dark reddish brown (CPL),
brown (PPL); Organic components: <1% fine charcoal, <2mm, sub-rounded; 5% charred dust, <50um;
Pedofeatures: Textural/Fabric: rare (<2% of groundmass) aggregate of fine sandy (30%)/silty clay (65%) and 5%
pure clay fragments with moderate birefringence, <2mm; Amorphous: moderate to strong amorphous
sesquioxide staining of the whole groundmass; 2% sesquioxide nodules, <250um, sub-rounded.

Sample K11/224 (Trench 2, 26-42cm)
Same as for Sample K13 above, except for no: Textural/Fabric aggregates.

Sample K12/623 (Trench 2, 50-56cm)
Structure: moderately to well developed small irregular blocky, <2cm; Porosity: <2% very small channels, <2cm
long, <500um wide, accommodated, weakly serrated; <2% vughs, <250um, sub-rounded; Mineral components:
<5% gravel, <1cm, sub-angular; coarse/fine ratio: 15/85; coarse fraction: 5% medium and 10% fine quartz sand,
100-750um, sub-rounded to sub-angular; fine fraction: 40% very fine quartz sand, 50-100um, sub-rounded; 30%
humic dusty clay in groundmass, non-birefringent; 15% dusty clay in groundmass and coating sand grains,
moderate birefringence; yellowish to reddish brown (CPL), yellowish brown (PPL); Organic components: <10%
fine charcoal, <6mm, sub-rounded; Pedofeatures: Textural: 15% oriented dusty clay in groundmass, with hints
of micro-lamination, moderate birefringence, yellowish orange (CPL); 5% dusty clay coating sand grains,
moderate birefringence, gold to orangey red (CPL); Amorphous: moderate to strong amorphous sesquioxide
staining of the c. 40-50% of groundmass; 2% sesquioxide nodules, <250um, sub-rounded.

Discussion
Although no buried soils were encountered during the excavations, there were distinctive Neolithic
post-hole/post-pipe fills which were spot sampled for micromorphological analysis as potential
proxies for former humic A and B horizon soil materials.
Samples K11 and K13 from Trenches 2 and 3, respectively, were both humic, dark reddish brown, very
fine sandy/silty loams with a small irregular blocky to aggregated structure. Sample K13 also contained
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the rare aggregate of fine sandy/silty (or dusty) clay with moderate birefringence and an occasional
pure clay fragment. In contrast, sample K12 from Trench 2 was a yellowish-brown sandy clay loam
with common oriented silty clays in the groundmass and coating the larger sand grains with many
small fragments of charcoal.
Considered together, it appears that that these samples represent a soil profile of lower A1 material
just below the turf root mat (in K11 and K13) and the B horizon material below (in (623)). The brown
stained, humic-rich, well structured, but not excremental, fabrics of samples K11 and K13 are
suggestive of a stable and well vegetated soil surface, rather than one that has degraded to an
excremental pellety turf of a thin rendzina soil. In sample K12, moderately well oriented and
birefringent dusty clays comprise about 40-45% of the groundmass, and are strongly suggestive of
weathered to slightly argillic (or Bw/t) horizon material. There is also the occasional fragment of fine
sandy/silty clay in sample K13 which is suggestive of former Bw horizon soil material becoming
incorporated in the post-hole fills. This is unusual in comparison with the otherwise turf rendzina soil
of this field. In short, it appears that the post-holes/pits of the palisade monuments contain preserved
remnants of an Ah/A1/Bw soil profile indicative of a former brown earth that would have been most
probably associated with the palisaded enclosures in the later Neolithic period. This soil type implies
a stable, well vegetated and relatively undisturbed soil was once present at the foot of the downs and
just above the floodplain area on the south side of the River Kennet, but there is insufficient evidence
with which to postulate the presence of thick woodland argillic soils in this location.
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Appendix 5: Radiocarbon dates on bone and antler from primary contexts
This is a list of dates extracted from Bayliss et al. 2017 which, on the grounds of reassessment of
context, are regarded as primary (i.e. from packing) and so likely to date the construction of the
palisades. Dates calibrated using OxCal 4.3 (Bronk Ramsey 2009: r.5 Int Cal 13 atmospheric curve
(Reimer et al. 2013)).

Enclosure 1 (Outer)
Trench G
SUERC-58623

Context [111]
find <1038>
sample A

UBA-22618

Context [111]
find <1038>
sample B
1038

Calibrated range

Antler tine, probable pick from [111] (Whittle 1997, 12, 62–3, fig. 29), the
fill of enclosure 1 outer ditch [100] in trench G
Primary — in packing fill
Replicate of SUERC-58623
Primary — in packing fill
T’=7.6; T’(5%)=3.8; ν=1
2473-2336 (91.8%), 2323-2307 (3.6%) cal BC

3972±32

3843±34

3912±24

Trench D
BM-2597

Find <322>

Red deer antler crown fragment from the inner edge of layer 2, deliberate
rammed chalk backfill in upper part of outer ditch [F26] of enclosure 1
(Whittle 1997, 12, 62, fig. 30) in trench D.

3810±50

Primary — in packing fill
2460-2134 (94.5%), 2076-2064 (0.9%) cal BC

Calibrated range

Note: Ripple-flaked oblique from -0.65m in packing (Whittle 1997, 62).

Enclosure 1 (Inner)
Trench J
SUERC-58631

Context [325]
find <3089>
sample A

UBA-22622

Context [325]
find <3089>
sample B
Context [325]
find <3089>

Calibrated range

Antler tine, probable pick from [325], fill of enclosure 1 inner ditch [301] in
trench J.

3926±32

Primary — in packing fill, well down (Whittle 1997, 66)
Replicate of SUERC-58631

3870±34

Primary — in packing fill, well down (Whittle 1997, 66)
T’=1.4; T’(5%)=3.8; ν=1

3900±24

2468-2334 (87.8%), 2325-2301 (7.6%) cal BC

Note: Sherd of cordoned Grooved Ware in post-pipe 313 at depth of 1.8m (near base) (Whittle 1997,
66).

Enclosure 2
Trench M
UBA-22626

Context [605]
find <6101>

Animal bone, pig left femur with refitting unfused proximal epiphysis from
[605] (Whittle 1997, 81, fig. 44), a dark layer in the uppermost fill of
enclosure 2 ditch [630] in trench M.
Fill of recut — dates possible recut.
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3948±36

Calibrated range

2570-2515 (19.5%), 2501-2338 (74.5%), 2321-2309 (1.4%) cal BC

Trench BB
UBA-22624

Context [7012]
find <70061>

Animal bone, medium mammal thoracic vertebra with refitting unfused
caudal plate from [7012], a small group of bones found in the main fill in
outer ditch [7002] at 1m, on the outside of postpipe [7008] (Whittle
1997, 82). From the ditch of enclosure 2 in trench BB.

3770±32

In packing — ‘this material must again have been placed at the time of
construction’ (Whittle 1997, 82).
2462-2272 (80.4%), 2258-2208 (15.0%) cal BC

Calibrated range

Structure 2
Trench Z
SUERC-58638

Context
[5113] find
<51222>

Animal bone, sheep/goat left femur with refitting unfused proximal
epiphysis from [5113], packing from around a row of six postpipes [5046]
(Whittle 1997, 84, fig. 54) cut into the fill of ditch [5002], part of the outer
ring of structure 2 in trench Z.

3785±28

Primary — in packing fill
Calibrated range

2297-2135 (95.4%) cal BC

Structure 3
Trench AA
SUERC-58639

Context [6006]
find <60036>
sample A

Calibrated range

3496±32

Primary — in packing fill (plans show this well)
1906-1741 (93.8%), 1711-1700 (1.6%) cal BC

Calibrated range
UBA-22623

Antler pick from fill [6006] of the inner ring ditch [6005] (Whittle 1997,
85, fig. 55) of structure 3 in trench AA

Context [6006]
find <60036>
sample B

Replicate of SUERC-58639

3818±40

Primary — in packing fill (plans show this well)
2456-2418 (5.3%), 2408-2374 (5.8%), 2368-2189 (75.2%), 2183-2141 (9.1%)
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